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Abstract

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) increasingly enables the automation of sequential
decision-making problems encountered in numerous real-world tasks. Despite their
many successes, applications of DRL often accept the possibility of agents learning risky
behavior in favor of feasible training time. This safety negligence limits the applicability
of DRL. A remedy to this dilemma is the utilization of DSMC evaluation stages, which
focus the DRL agent’s training on challenging state space regions while preserving
adequate training time. However, the benefit of applying DSMC evaluation stages
depends on how the given task’s initial states are distributed across the state space.
This thesis aims to address this limitation by extending DSMC evaluation stages to
collect additional starting states throughout the training, which we call pseudo initial
states. The resulting algorithms DSMC evaluation stages with restart dynamically
regulate the utilization of pseudo initial states, such that they improve the agent’s
performance. Our experiments demonstrate that DSMC evaluation stages with restart
can focus the training on beneficial state space regions, allowing agents to achieve high
performance regarding safety metrics in the original task and when starting in various
states throughout the state space.
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1. Introduction

Various applications of artificial intelligence require repeatedly making decisions where
each may influence future situations, so-called sequential decision-making problems. For
instance, an autonomous car will need to assess with every driving action whether it
will later be able to stay on the road or avoid obstacles. Reinforcement learning (RL) is
concerned with developing algorithms that solve sequential decision-making problems,
making it a focal point of current innovation and research [8, 10, 25, 29].

The RL framework models sequential decision-making problems as Markov decision
processes (MDP), called environments, in which an agent uses a policy π to execute
actions that influence the environment’s state. For each action taken, the agent receives
a reward, which is a numerical feedback signal of the action’s quality. The agent’s
objective is to learn an optimal policy π∗ that allows it to take actions that maximize
the accumulated rewards, called the return.

Value-based RL algorithms like Q-learning [34] attempt to solve sequential decision-
making problems by learning for every possible state-action pair (st, at) an approximation
of the return that can be earned when taking the action at in the state st, called the
Q-value Q(st, at). These algorithms then construct a policy π that returns the action
with the highest Q-value for each state. However, learning the Q-values of all state-action
pairs becomes intractable when dealing with MDPs that have gigantic state spaces.
Thus, value-based deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms like DQN [23] and
DQNPR [28] use deep neural networks (DNN) to learn a function that computes the
Q-values of any given state-action pair. Policy-gradient RL algorithms represent a
different approach to solving sequential decision-making problems since they try to
learn the parameters θ of a parameterized policy πθ instead of constructing a policy
from learned Q-values. Policy-gradient DRL algorithms like PPO [31] parameterize
their policies using a DNN.

In practice, sequential decision-making problems often involve critical situations in
which DRL agents must obey pre-defined safety constraints to ensure that damages
to objects and people are avoided. However, approaches that train DRL agents to
behave safely often fail to achieve satisfactory performance since they make the agent’s
objective too difficult to optimize [11]. Gros et al. developed a technique called DSMC
evaluation stages (DSMC ES) [16], which circumvents this challenge by keeping the
objective unaltered and instead focusing the training on state space regions where the
agent exhibits the most extensive safety deficiencies, which forces it to improve its
behavior. To do so, they partition the task’s initial states into a manageable number
of initial state regions, where the agent’s policy is regularly evaluated. The results are
then passed to an underlying training algorithm, and the training is focused on the
initial state regions with the poorest evaluation.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The original case studies of DSMC ES were run on the Racetrack [12] benchmark, where
the goal is to drive a car on a two-dimensional map from a starting point to a goal line
without hitting a wall. The car’s velocity defines in which direction and how far the car
will drive between successive time steps, and the agent can adjust the velocity at each
time step. The Racetrack benchmark is well suited for developing and evaluating DRL
algorithms since it can simulate various scenarios using different maps and allows for
insightful visualizations of the agent’s behavior [4, 14, 15, 16, 17].

The disadvantage of DSMC ES is that it requires the initial state regions to cover a
significant part of the state space. Otherwise, it may fail to focus the training on the
state space regions where the agent’s policy is most deficient. This thesis proposes to
make DSMC ES generally applicable by storing certain visited states, which we call
pseudo initial states, and using them to define additional initial state regions. This has
the consequence that a portion of the training episodes starts in pseudo initial states
instead of the task’s initial states, and therefore we call the resulting method DSMC
evaluation stages with restart (DSMC ESR). We will investigate selecting pseudo initial
states according to different properties, such that the training can be focused on the
state space regions where the agent can gather the most beneficial experiences. Another
crucial part of DSMC ESR is that it dynamically adjusts how often pseudo initial states
are utilized, such that the agent does not forget how to act when starting in the original
initial states.

In our experiments, DSMC ESR agents were trained to drive on three Racetrack maps
that vary in their challenges. DQN and PPO were used as the underlying training
algorithms for DSMC ESR. We examine on which map areas DSMC ESR focused the
training process and whether it could achieve higher safety performance than the DQN,
DQNPR, and PPO baselines.
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2. Background

This chapter establishes the mathematical foundation of this thesis and introduces a
sequential decision-making problem called Racetrack.

2.1. Sequential Decision-making Problems

Sequential decision-making problems are characterized by the fact that every decision
made at a particular time step t can influence situations in future time steps t + k.
A multitude of real-life applications can be viewed as such problems, for instance,
autonomous driving [20]. Figure 2.1 shows a simplified version of autonomous driving
with two cars. The car at the top does not change its direction in the first time step,
making a collision with the cat inevitable in the third time step, whereas the car at the
bottom drives upwards, allowing it to later drive past the cat. Even though both cars
execute the same drive action in the second time step, only the car that drove in the
correct direction in the previous time step will be able to avoid a crash. This challenge
of needing to make decisions with foresight motivates the development of algorithms
that are specialized to solve sequential decision-making problems.

Figure 2.1 Two autonomous cars. The agents drive from left to right and may
either steer upwards, downwards or not at all. The goal is to avoid crashing
into a cat.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

2.2. Markov Decision Processes

Markov decision processes (MDP) are mathematical constructs that can be used to
model sequential decision-making problems.

Definition 2.1 (Markov Decision Process [16]). Finite Markov decision processes are
defined as tuples M = ⟨S,A, T , µ⟩, where S is the set of states s, A is the set of actions
a, T is the transition probability function, and µ is the initial state distribution.

The states s ∈ S model the different instances of the corresponding sequential decision-
making problem, where the initial instances are represented by the initial states s0, which
are sampled from the initial state distribution µ ∈ D(S). We will refer to the set of initial
states as I = {s ∈ S|µ(s) > 0}. Furthermore, a subset of states s ∈ S are terminal
states from which no transitions to other states are possible. Thus, they represent the
end of the sequential decision-making process, which is reached either by solving the
problem or by failing to find a solution. The actions a ∈ A represent the decisions that
must be made at each time step t. To model the effects of making decisions, we use the
partial transition probability function T : S × A ⇀ D(S), which given a state-action
pair (st, at) allows us to sample from a probability distribution over the states D(S) the
successor state st+1. For every state st the applicable actions at ∈ A(st) ⊂ A correspond
to the actions for which T (st, at) is defined. Additionally, we define for an MDP M a
reward function r : S × A × S → R that maps state transitions st −→

at
st+1 to rewards

rt+1, which are numerical values that specify the quality of the state transition with
respect to the goal of solving the sequential decision-making problem.

Since we only require the current state st and an action at to compute the next state
st+1 using T , we can follow that states encountered before the time step t do not affect
the state transition st −→

at
st+1. This feature is called the Markov property.

To decide which actions to take in each state, we use a policy π.

Definition 2.2 (Deterministic Policy [32]). A deterministic (history-independent) policy
π is a function π : S → A that, given a state st, returns an applicable action at ∈ A(st).

Figure 2.2 shows how we can model a simple sequential decision-making problem as a
finite MDP, by visualizing the MDP as a graph consisting of state and action nodes. The
outgoing edges of state nodes are connected to action nodes, representing the applicable
actions at ∈ A(st) in the corresponding state st. From these action nodes, outgoing
edges to other state nodes represent the possible state transitions st −→

at
st+1 caused by

executing the respective action at. Each edge is annotated with the earned reward rt+1
and, in the case of probabilistic state transitions, with the transition probability.
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2.3. THE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FRAMEWORK

Figure 2.2 Part of an MDP’s graph. In this exemplary task, the car may either
drive to the left or the right. Both drive actions will fail with a probability
of 10%.

2.3. The Reinforcement Learning Framework

The objective of RL is to train an entity, called the agent, to solve a given task
corresponding to a sequential decision-making problem. The task is formalized as an
MDP, called the environment, in which the agent starts in an initial state s0 ∈ I and
has to find a sequence of state transitions st −→

at
st+1 that earns a high accumulated

reward, also called the return

Gt =
T∑

k=t+1
Rk,

which corresponds to solving the task. Figure 2.3 depicts how we can realize this process
as an iterative agent-environment interaction. Based on the environment’s current state
st, the agent queries an action at = π(st) from its policy π and executes it, which causes
the environment to change its state. Afterward, the agent receives a new observation
(st+1, rt+1) from the environment, which contains the new state st+1 and the reward
rt+1 earned for executing the previous action at. This process then repeats until the
agent reaches a terminal state, and the resulting sequence of states, actions, and rewards
is called an episode. We conclude that to solve the task as well as possible, the agent
needs to learn an optimal policy π∗, which enables it to take actions at that earn a
maximum return Gt.

For every action they take, RL agents need to assess which future rewards it will enable
since any decision made in a sequential decision-making problem can have long-lasting
effects. However, we might want to reduce the importance of future rewards and put
more weight on rewards earned in immediate time steps. To do so, we introduce the
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

Figure 2.3 Agent-environment interaction.

discount factor γ into our definition of the return, giving us

Gt =
T∑

k=t+1
γk−t−1Rk.

Because γk−t−1 gets smaller the larger k gets, rewards earned at later time steps will
contribute less to the return Gt than rewards earned earlier. This effect increases the
smaller we choose γ. Therefore, we can use γ to trade-off the importance of immediate
and future rewards.

To evaluate an agent’s expected return in a given state st, we can use a state-value
function vπ(st).

Definition 2.3 (State-value Function [32]). The state-value function

vπ(s) = Eπ

[ ∞∑
k=0

γkRt+k+1

∣∣∣∣∣St = s

]
, for all s ∈ S,

is a function vπ : S → R that computes the expected return when starting in the state s
and then following the policy π. vπ(st) is called the state-value of st.

Alternatively, we can evaluate an agent’s expected return for a given state-action pair
(st, at) using an action-value function qπ(st, at).

6



2.4. THE RACETRACK BENCHMARK

Definition 2.4 (Action-value Function [32]). The action-value function

qπ(s, a) = Eπ

[ ∞∑
k=0

γkRt+k+1

∣∣∣∣∣St = s,At = a

]
, for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A,

is a function qπ : S × A → R that computes the expected return when starting in the
state s, taking the action a and then following the policy π. qπ(st, at) is called the
action-value or q-value of (st, at).

The advantage of utilizing an action-value function qπ is that it indicates whether taking
an action a in a state st leads to a higher return Gt than following our current policy
π, allowing adjustments. For an optimal policy π∗, we can define the corresponding
state-value and action-value functions as the optimal state-value function

v∗(s) = max
π

vπ(s),

and the optimal action-value function

q∗(s, a) = max
π

qπ(s, a).

2.4. The Racetrack Benchmark

Racetrack is a commonly used benchmark in the RL community [4, 14, 15, 16, 17, 32]
that has originally been conceptualized as a pen and paper game [12]. The agent drives
on two-dimensional maps consisting of driveable free cells and cells hosting walls, an
example of which can be seen in Figure 2.4. Additionally, each map has a predefined
starting and goal line. Depending on the setting, each game may either start with equal
probability on any cell of the starting line or any free map cell (random restart setting).
The goal is then to drive to a cell located on a goal line without hitting a wall or taking
too many steps.

In the following, we will formalize Racetrack as an MDP such that we can apply RL
to it. The states s ∈ S in Racetrack consist of the agent’s coordinates c = (x, y), its
velocity v = (vx, vy), and the distances to the nearest goal lines, and walls. Note that
the coordinates and the current map determine the latter. The velocity represents a
two-dimensional vector that defines the direction and distance the agent will travel
between two consecutive time steps t and t+ 1. So given the current coordinates ct and
the new velocity vt+1, the agent’s new coordinates ct+1 are computed by

ct+1 = (xt + vxt+1, yt + vyt+1).

The actions a ∈ A in Racetrack correspond to accelerating in any of 8 directions by at

7



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

most one unit. Thus, at each time step, the agent chooses an acceleration

at = (axt, ayt) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}2 ,

which results in the new velocity

vt+1 = (vxt + axt, vyt + ayt).

Furthermore, every action has a small probability of not affecting the velocity, in which
case the acceleration is at = (0, 0). This simulates slippery road conditions and allows
for adjusting the task’s difficulty by changing this noise probability.

Note that in Figure 2.4 the agent’s transitions between coordinates are defined by
two-dimensional vectors in N2 of variable length and direction, whereas the map consists
of quadratic cells of the same size. This means each transition can cross several cells

Figure 2.4 Transitions of an agent on the Barto-small map. The agent begins
on the starting line (purple) and successfully drives to the goal line (green).

arbitrarily, making it difficult to recognize when the agent enters a cell hosting a wall or
a cell of a goal line. Therefore, after every transition from coordinates ct to ct+1, we
compute a discretized trajectory

T = ⟨(x, y), (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xk, yk)⟩

of crossed cell coordinates. We utilize the same discretization as Gros et al. [17], which
is given by

T =



⟨(x, y)⟩ if vxt+1 = 0 ∧ vyt+1 = 0

⟨(x, y) , (x + σx, y) , (x + 2 · σx, y) , ..., (xk, yk)⟩ if vxt+1 ̸= 0 ∧ vyt+1 = 0

⟨(x, y) , (x, y + σy) , (x, y + 2 · σy) , ..., (xk, yk)⟩ if vxt+1 = 0 ∧ vyt+1 ̸= 0

⟨(x, y) , (x + σx, ⌊y + my⌉) , (x + 2 · σx, ⌊y + 2 · my⌉) , ..., (xk, yk)⟩ if vxt+1 ̸= 0 ∧ vyt+1 ̸= 0

∧ |vxt+1| ≥ |vyt+1|
⟨(x, y) , (⌊x + mx⌉, y + σy) , (⌊x + 2 · mx⌉, y + 2 · σy) , ..., (xk, yk)⟩ if vxt+1 ̸= 0 ∧ vyt+1 ̸= 0

∧ |vxt+1| < |vyt+1|

,

where σx = sgn(vxt+1), σy = sgn(vyt+1), mx = vxt+1
|vyt+1| , and my = vyt+1

|vxt+1| .

8



2.4. THE RACETRACK BENCHMARK

If the agent transitions from ct to ct+1 on a vertical or horizontal line (vxt+1 = 0 or
vyt+1 = 0) then T consists of all coordinates between ct and ct+1. If the vertical and
horizontal velocities are non-zero, we compute the linear interpolation between ct and
ct+1, and pick n = max(|vxt|, |vyt|) equidistant points on it. We then map each point to
the closest coordinates on the map, resulting in T . Thus, after every state transition, we
have a set of visited cell coordinates and can compute whether the episode continues or
is finished due to the agent hitting a wall, reaching the goal, or exceeding the maximum
number of time steps.

We will use one of the reward functions recommended by Gros [13], which is given by

r(st, at, st+1) =


100 if T contains goal coordinates and no wall coordinates
−20 if T contains wall coordinates
0 otherwise

.

Furthermore, if the agent takes more than 100 steps, it earns a reward of 0, and the
episode ends. The discount factor corresponds to γ = 0.99.

What makes Racetrack an appealing benchmark for the development and evaluation
of RL algorithms is that it represents a simplification of autonomous driving, one of
the most challenging RL applications [20]. Furthermore, it allows for testing a wide
range of scenarios by utilizing different maps and noise probabilities. Racetrack can also
be easily extended to accommodate more complex use cases such as multiple drivers,
difficult weather conditions, or obstacles on the road.

Figure 2.5 shows the River-deadend, Maze, and Hansen-bigger maps, which vary in
their difficulty and the challenges that they pose to the agents, making them ideal for
our experiments in chapter 6. The River-deadend map has five goal lines that can be
reached through various routes, allowing the agents to explore different paths to the
goals. However, reaching a goal line requires only driving in a single direction on most
routes, making it less challenging. The Maze map is characterized by its narrow paths
and numerous dead ends, which put the agents at high risk of crashing once they deviate
from the direct path to the goal line. The Hansen-bigger map is less intricate than the
other maps, yet it requires agents to drive the farthest distance from starting line to
the goal line. Furthermore, this map frequently alternates between straight and curvy
passages, forcing agents to adapt their velocity constantly.

9
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Figure 2.5 The River-deadend (top), Maze (middle), and Hansen-bigger
(bottom) maps.
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3. Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

Using the previously introduced RL framework, we can derive algorithms for learning
policies that solve any given RL task. This chapter introduces value-based algorithms
and how they can be improved using deep neural networks (DNN). Afterward, we will
look upon an alternative to value-based algorithms, called policy-gradient algorithms.

3.1. Value-based Algorithms

Recall that an RL agent’s goal is to learn an optimal policy π∗, enabling it to take
actions at that maximize its return Gt. Given the optimal action-value function q∗, we
can construct the policy

π∗(st) = argmax
a∈A(st)

q∗(st, a),

which is optimal since it returns the action at that leads to the highest expected return
for every state st.

Since we cannot expect to have access to the optimal action-values q∗(st, at), we learn
approximations called Q-values using algorithms such as Q-learning [34].

Definition 3.1 (Q-value [32]). The Q-value Q(st, at) of a state-action pair (st, at) is
an approximation of its action-value qπ(st, at).

Q-learning is based on the principle of value iteration [6], which is shown in Figure
3.1. The left diagram depicts how, in each iteration, Q-learning first makes the Q-value
Q(st, at) of the visited state-action pair (st, at) more accurate to its action-value qπ(st, at)
under the current policy π. After Q(st, at) has been updated, another action a′ might
achieve a higher Q-value, indicating that a higher return can be earned by taking a′ in
st. Thus, in the second step, Q-learning changes π such that it is greedy with respect
to the updated Q-values, resulting in the improved policy

π′(st) = argmax
a∈A(st)

Q(st, a).

The right side of Figure 3.1 illustrates how this cycle of alternating policy evaluation
and policy improvement repeats until it reaches a fixed point where π is optimal.

11



CHAPTER 3. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Figure 3.1 Value iteration for Q-values.

At the beginning of the training, Q-learning initializes the Q-values and stores them in
a lookup table, called the Q-table. The accuracy of each Q-value can then be evaluated
with the temporal-difference error (TD-error).

Definition 3.2 (Temporal-difference Error [32]). The temporal-difference error

TD(st, at) = rt+1 + γ · max
a′

Q(st+1, a
′) − Q(st, at)

is a function TD : S × A → R that maps state-action pairs (st, at) to an approximation
of

qπ(st, at) −Q(st, at).

The term
rt+1 + γ · max

a′
Q(st+1, a

′)

estimates qπ(st, at) by incorporating the earned reward rt+1 and then estimating the
return’s remainder assuming that the agent will take the greedy action

a = argmax
a′∈A(st)

Q(st+1, a
′)

in time step t + 1. This term is a more accurate estimate of qπ(st, at) than Q(st, at)
since the latter estimates the return starting already at time step t. Because the
TD-error computes the difference between these two estimates, it approximates how far
off Q(st, at) is from qπ(st, at). Thus, a positive TD-error indicates Q(st, at) should be
increased and vice versa. Once we computed the TD-error of a state-action pair (st, at),
we can improve Q(st, at) using the update rule

Q ′(st, at) = Q(st, at) + α

[
rt+1 + γ · max

a′
Q(st+1, a

′) −Q(st, at)
]
,

which increases Q(st, at)’s accuracy by using the step size α to compute a fraction of
TD(st, at), and adding it to Q(st, at).
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Figure 3.2 shows an example of how Q-learning updates Q-values in the simplified
autonomous driving task from Figure 2.1. The agent takes in the initial state s0 the
action a1 since it achieves the highest Q-value. This causes the agent to transition to
the state s1, in which crashing into a cat is inevitable, so all applicable actions have a
Q-value of −1. Afterward, Q-learning updates Q(s0, a1) as

Q ′(s0, a1) = Q(s0, a1) + α [rt+1 + γ ·Q(s1, a2) −Q(s0, a1)]
= 1 + 0.8 [0 + 0.9 · (−1) − 1]
= −0.52

,

meaning that now Q(s0, a1) < Q(s0, a2) holds. Therefore, the agent will take in the
next episode the action a2 in the state s0, making it possible to drive past the cats in
the subsequent time step.

Figure 3.2 State transition (top) and partial Q-table (bottom) from the
simplified autonomous driving task. The agent receives a reward of
−1 for crashing into a cat, a reward of 1 for driving past the cats, and 0
otherwise. The discount factor γ is 0.9 and the step size α is 0.8.

If the agent always takes greedy actions, it will not discover optimal strategies requiring
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CHAPTER 3. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING ALGORITHMS

taking actions that initially seem unbeneficial. To ensure that the agent sufficiently
explores the state space, Q-learning utilizes an ϵ-greedy policy

π(st) =


argmax
a∈A(st)

Q(st, a) with probability 1 − ϵ

random a ∈ A(st) with probability ϵ
,

meaning that the agent will execute a random action with probability ϵ. We will
exponentially decay ϵ throughout the training [16], meaning we update ϵ as ϵ = ϵ · ϵdecay
with ϵdecay < 1 after every episode until we reach ϵ = ϵend . This way, the agent will
explore taking different actions at the beginning of the training, and after sufficient
exploration, it will focus on taking greedy actions.

Note that Q-learning gathers samples using an ϵ-greedy policy but updates its Q-values
as if following a greedy policy. This way, we can enforce exploration while ensuring that
the final policy will not take random actions. RL algorithms that do not gather samples
according to the policy they optimize are called off-policy algorithms, as opposed to
on-policy algorithms that gather samples using the policy they optimize [32].

Algorithm 1 shows the basic Q-learning algorithm that we can construct from all the
previously explained techniques. Every episode begins, in line 2, with sampling the
initial state s0 ∈ I from the initial state distribution µ. At every following time step
t, from lines 4 to 6, the agent acts in the environment using its ϵ-greedy policy, and
gathers new observations. In line 7, Q-learning updates the Q-value of the current
state-action pair according to its TD-error, and the next iteration begins.

Algorithm 1 Q-learning
1: for episodes e = 0 to E − 1 do
2: sample s0 ∈ I from µ
3: for steps t = 0 to T − 1 do
4: with probability ϵ select random action at ∈ A(st)
5: otherwise with probability 1 − ϵ select at = argmax

a∈A(st)
Q(st, a)

6: execute at; observe st+1 and rt+1
7:

Q ′(st, at) =


Q(st, at) + α [rt+1 − Q(st, at)] st+1 terminal

Q(st, at) + α

[
rt+1 + γ · max

a′
Q(st+1, a

′) − Q(st, at)
]

else

8: end for
9: end for
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3.2. Deep Reinforcement Learning

In practice, most sequential decision-making problems are so complex that we require
MDPs with gigantic state and action spaces to model them accurately. This leads
to tremendous memory requirements for storing the Q-values of all state-action pairs,
making value-based RL algorithms, such as Q-learning, inapplicable. Even with sufficient
memory, value-based RL algorithms are still undesirable since, in large MDPs, many
state-action pairs will never be visited during training, which prevents agents from
learning their Q-values. We can address these problems by exchanging the Q-table in
value-based algorithms with function approximators that map given state-action pairs
to their Q-values. Function approximators have the advantage of requiring drastically
less memory than lookup tables. Additionally, they can generalize to unseen data,
allowing agents to learn Q-values for state-action pairs that were not encountered during
training.

In general, we will refer to RL algorithms that utilize function approximators belonging
to the class of deep neural networks (DNN) as deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
algorithms. DNNs consist of multiple layers of neurons that compute non-linear functions
of their inputs. Figure 3.3 shows a neuron, which receives the outputs of the previous
layer’s neurons as input. The neuron then multiplies each input Ii by a weight wi, takes
the sum, and adds a bias term b to the weighted sum. The result is a linear function
of the neuron’s inputs. To enable the neuron to model non-linear relationships, its
computation is passed to a non-linear activation function. The output is then given to
the neurons in the next layer, and the process repeats. We will call the entirety of the
weights and biases of a DNN its parameters θ.

I1

I2

w1 · I1 + w2 · I2 + b ϕ (w1 · I1 + w2 · I2 + b)

O1

O2

w1

w2

Previous Layer

Neuron

Activation Function

Next Layer

Figure 3.3 A neuron’s computation.

In value-based DRL algorithms, we replace the Q-table with a DNN, called the Q-
network, so we designate the Q-values as Qθ to express that they are computed by a
DNN with parameters θ. Figure 3.4 depicts how we can stack multiple layers of neurons
to build a Q-network for a Racetrack agent. First, the current state is passed to the
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input layer, the output of which is then given to the first hidden layer. This process
repeats for the second hidden layer. In the last step, the output layer receives the second
hidden layer’s output and computes the Q-values for every action. This Q-network
belongs to the class of fully connected DNNs since each neuron is connected to every
neuron in the previous and succeeding layer [2].

15
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Current state Input layer Hidden layer Output layer Q-values

Figure 3.4 A Q-network for Racetrack. Each layer is annotated with its number
of neurons.

Assuming that our Q-network’s architecture has a sufficient number of neurons and layers,
we can compute accurate Q-values Qθ ≈ qπ by finding the corresponding parameters θ.
We can achieve this by iteratively optimizing our parameters θi with respect to a loss
function L(θi) that measures the expected difference between the Q-network’s current
function and the target function qπ. In each iteration, the loss function is then given
by

L(θi) = Eθi

[(
yθ′(St, At) − Qθi

(St, At)
)2

]
, (I)
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where the target yθ corresponds to

yθ(s, a) = Eθ

[
Rt+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθ(St+1, a

′)
∣∣∣∣St = s,At = a

]
[23].

The expectation in L(θi) is taken over the transitions that were gathered by the policy
π, induced by the Q-network with parameters θi.

Algorithm 2 depicts the DRL version of Q-learning, called deep Q-learning (DQN) [23].
At the beginning of each Q-network update, DQN needs to sample a minibatch of samples
on which it can compute the loss. However, popular algorithms for the optimization
of DNNs, such as stochastic gradient descent [26] or Adam [19], assume that these
samples are identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.), yet subsequent transitions
collected by a DRL agent are highly correlated. In line 7, DQN resolves this by storing
encountered transitions in a replay buffer D and then sampling the transitions with
uniform probability from the buffer during each update. Additionally, this allows the
same transition to be used several times to update the Q-network, potentially decreasing
the number of individual samples needed to fit its parameters. After sampling the
minibatch of samples (sj , aj , rj+1, sj+1) in line 9, DQN computes the loss

L(θi) =
(
rj+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθ′(sj+1, a

′) −Qθi
(sj , aj)

)2
, (II)

which approximates the loss function (I). Next, DQN computes the Q-network’s new
parameters θi+1 by performing a gradient descent step on L(θi). We will utilize the Adam
optimizer for this since it has empirically been shown to achieve high performance [19].

DQN is known to suffer from unstable performance [33], and this can primarily be
attributed to the fact that updating Q(st, at) will likely also change Q(st+1, at+1) for
succeeding state-action pairs. This means a destructive Q-network update will make
both Q(st, at) and Q(st+1, at+1) inaccurate, thus making the TD-error TD(st, at) less
informative in future updates. This severely limits the agent’s ability to recover accurate
Q-values, meaning more destructive updates are likely to follow, creating a cycle of
decreasing performance. To facilitate this problem, we utilize in DQN’s loss function (II)
a local Q-network with parameters θi that we directly optimize and a target Q-network
with parameters θ′ for which the update rule is given by

θ′ = (1 − τ) · θi + τ · θ′,

where τ ∈ (0, 1). In line 10, the target network is then used to compute the target

rj+1 + γ · max
a′

Qθ′(sj+1, a
′),

whereas the local network computes Qθi
(sj , aj) in line 11. In the case of a destructive

update, the local network will become inaccurate, whereas the target network is only
partially affected due to the soft update to θ′ [21] in line 12. This means the target will
remain sufficiently accurate for multiple iterations, which preserves the informativeness
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of the TD-error.

Algorithm 2 Deep Q-learning
1: for episodes e = 0 to E − 1 do
2: sample s0 ∈ I from µ
3: for steps t = 0 to T − 1 do
4: with probability ϵ select random action at ∈ A(st)
5: otherwise with probability 1 − ϵ select at = argmax

a∈A(st)
Qθi

(st, a)

6: execute at; observe st+1 and rt+1
7: store transition (st, at, rt+1, st+1) in replay buffer D
8: every K steps do
9: sample minibatch of samples (sj , aj , rj+1, sj+1) from D

10:

set target yj =

rj+1 sj+1 terminal
rj+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθ′(sj+1, a

′) else

11: perform gradient descent step on loss (yj − Qθi
(sj , aj))2

12: soft-update the network weights θ′ = (1 − τ) · θi + τ · θ′

13: end every
14: end for
15: end for

A popular extension of the DQN algorithm, called deep Q-learning with prioritized
experience replay (DQNPR) [28], is shown in Algorithm 3. It is based on the idea
that transition samples with a low TD-error do not contribute as much to the learning
process as samples with a high TD-error since they carry less relevant information.
Therefore, in line 8, DQNPR stores every transition in the replay buffer along with a
sampling priority

δ =
((

Qθ′(st, at) −
(
rt+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθi

(st+1, a
′)

))
+ ϵp

)α

,

that is based on the TD-error. Note that DQNPR utilizes two hyperparameters: ϵp > 0
ensures that every sample will have a non-zero sampling priority δ, preventing the agent
from neglecting low TD-error samples completely. α ∈ (0, 1) controls the amount of
prioritization and the closer it is to 1, the stronger the prioritization of high TD-error
samples. During the Q-network update, in line 10, the minibatch’s transitions are then
sampled with probabilities that are proportional to their priority δ. This ensures that
high TD-error samples are used more frequently to update the Q-network. By not
sampling the transitions randomly but according to their priority δ, we introduce bias
into the estimation of the Q-network’s loss. To reduce this bias, in line 13, DQNPR
multiplies the current loss by importance sampling weights

wi =
( 1

|D|
· 1
P (i)

)β

· 1
max

i
wi
,
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where |D| corresponds to the number of currently stored samples and P (i) corresponds
to the sampling probability. Thus, the higher the sampling probability P (i), the more
we decrease the sample’s impact on the Q-network update. β controls how much we
compensate for the altered sampling probabilities, so we achieve full compensation for
β = 1. The authors proposed to start with β < 1 and gradually increase it towards 1
during the training since annealing the bias becomes more important as the Q-values
start to converge towards the action-values. To further increase stability, they divide
each weight wi by the largest weight max

i
wi such that all wi are at most 1, meaning

that the Q-network updates can only be scaled downwards.

Algorithm 3 Deep Q-learning with Prioritized Experience Replay
1: for episodes e = 0 to E − 1 do
2: sample s0 ∈ I from µ
3: for steps t = 0 to T − 1 do
4: with probability ϵ select random action at ∈ A(st)
5: otherwise with probability 1 − ϵ select at = argmax

a∈A(st)
Qθi

(st, a)

6: execute at; observe st+1 and rt+1
7: compute δ using the TD-error
8: store (st, at, rt+1, st+1, δ) in replay buffer D
9: every K steps do

10: sample minibatch of samples (sj , aj , rj+1, sj+1, δ) from D w.r.t. δ
11: compute importance sampling weight wj

12:

set target yj =

rj+1 sj+1 terminal
rj+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθ′(sj+1, a

′) else

13: perform gradient descent step on loss wj · (yj − Qθi
(sj , aj))2

14: soft-update the network weights θ′ = (1 − τ) · θi + τ · θ′

15: end every
16: end for
17: end for
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3.3. Policy-gradient Algorithms

We introduced value-based algorithms based on the principle that we can learn Q-values
to construct a policy. The motivation behind policy-gradient algorithms is that we can
instead directly learn a stochastic policy πθ, which is parameterized by θ.

Definition 3.3 (Stochastic Policy [31]). A stochastic policy πθ is a function πθ : S →
D(A) that returns a probability distribution πθ(st) over all actions a ∈ A for a given
state st.

We can learn an optimal stochastic policy π∗(st) by optimizing our parameters θ
according to the policy-gradient

gθ = ∇θvπθ
(S0),

corresponding to maximizing the expected return that the policy πθ achieves. However,
we cannot expect to have access to the state-value function vπθ

, so policy-gradient
algorithms utilize surrogate objectives whose gradient approximates gθ. In the context
of DRL, we parameterize the policy πθ with a DNN and base our loss function on such
a surrogate objective. One of the most successful policy-gradient DRL algorithms is
called proximal policy optimization (PPO) [31], and it maximizes a surrogate objective
that is based on the objective

LCP I
t (θ) = Êt

[
πθ(at|st)
πθold(at|st)

Ât

]
= Êt

[
rt(θ)Ât

]
.

In LCP I
t , Êt corresponds to the sample mean over a trajectory of k transitions, generated

by the policy πθold . LCP I
t ’s first term is the probability ratio rt(θ), which quantifies

how much the policy πθ deviates from the previous policy πθold
. The second term Ât

estimates the advantage function.

Definition 3.4 (Advantage Function [30]). The advantage function

Aπ(st, at) = qπ(st, at) − vπ(st)

is a function A : S × A → R that computes the difference in expected return between
following the policy π after taking the action at in the state st and following π already
in st.

We can improve the expected return of a stochastic policy πθ in the state st, by
increasing the sampling probabilities πθ(at|st) of actions at that achieve a positive
advantage Aπθ

(st, at) > 0, and by decreasing πθ(at|st) of at that achieve a negative
advantage Aπθ

(st, at) < 0. Therefore, we compute in LCP I
t for each of the k given
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samples an estimate of the advantage function. To do so, we utilize an approximation
of the state-value function vπθ

, which is called the critic V . We can then compute

Q(st, at) ≈ rt+1 + γV (st+1),

which allows us to approximate Aπθ
(st, at) as

δt = rt+1 + γV (st+1) − V (st).

However, δt induces bias if V ≈ vπθ
does not hold. We can reduce this bias by

incorporating more earned rewards rt+i in our approximation of Q(st, at). If we use all
of the current trajectory’s remaining rewards ⟨rt+1, ..., rt+k⟩, we get the estimator

Ât = rt+1 + γrt+2 + ...γk−1rt+k + γkV (st+k) − V (st)

=
k−1∑
i=0

γiδt+i

,

which has a lower bias than δt but a higher variance due to using more samples. We can
trade-off bias and variance in Ât by introducing the hyperparameter λ ∈ (0, 1), giving
us the advantage estimator called generalized advantage estimation (GAE) [30]

Ât =
k−1∑
i=0

(γλ)iδt+i,

where for λ = 0, we minimize variance but attain high bias, and for λ = 1, we minimize
bias but attain high variance.

If we would use LCP I
t to train a PPO agent, we may experience destructively large

policy updates, meaning that πθ deviates from πθold significantly, which leads to the
probability ratio rt(θ) being much larger or smaller than 1. To penalize such large
policy updates, we first clip rt(θ) to a small interval around 1, giving us the clipped
objective

LCLIP
t (θ) = Êt

[
clip(rt(θ), 1 − ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Ât

]
.

Additionally, we take the minimum over the clipped and unclipped objectives, giving us
the objective

LCLIP
t (θ) = Êt

[
min(rt(θ)Ât, clip(rt(θ), 1 − ϵ, 1 + ϵ)Ât)

]
,

which represents a pessimistic lower bound on the unclipped objective LCP I
t . This means

we restrict how much a single update can improve the maximization objective LCLIP
t

by increasing the probability πθ(at|st) of actions at with Â(st, at) > 0. Conversely, we
restrict how much LCLIP

t can be improved by decreasing the probability πθ(at|st) of
actions at with Â(st, at) < 0. However, we do not limit how much the maximization
objective LCLIP

t can be decreased by increasing the probability of unbeneficial actions,
or by decreasing the probability of beneficial actions. Thus, we remove the incentives
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for making policy updates that make the probability ratio rt(θ) go beyond the interval
[1 − ϵ, 1 + ϵ].

Since PPO uses a critic V to compute its objective, it belongs to the class of actor-critic
algorithms [32]. In this context, the policy πθ is also referred to as the actor or, in the
case of DRL, the DNN that computes πθ is called the actor network. To compute the
critic V , we use a DNN, called the critic network, and optimize it using an objective
that measures the difference between V and our target function vπθ

LV F
t (θ) =

(
V (st) − V targ

t

)2
,

where we can compute the target V targ
t =

∑k
i=t γ

i−tri+1 using the remaining rewards
in our trajectory. Furthermore, we can reduce the total number of parameters by
combining the policy and critic network into one DNN with separate output layers,
allowing us to optimize both using a single objective, given by

LCLIP +V F
t (θ) = Êt

[
LCLIP

t (θ) − c1L
V F
t (θ)

]
.

To enforce exploration, we add to LCLIP +V F
t an entropy bonus S[πθ](st), which measures

the randomness of πθ in the state st. This way, the agent attempts to learn one of the
most random policies among all optimal policies, meaning it achieves both exploration
and exploitation. PPO’s final maximization objective is then given by

LCLIP +V F +S
t (θ) = Êt

[
LCLIP

t (θ) − c1L
V F
t (θ) + c2S[πθ](st)

]
.

Exploration can be further increased by using multiple agents that share the same policy
and gather samples in parallel. However, this version of PPO requires significantly more
computing resources, so it will not be used in this thesis.

The pseudo-code of PPO is shown in Algorithm 4, and it follows the same basic structure
of alternating between gathering samples and updating the policy as the previously
introduced value-based algorithms. The most notable difference is that the policy update
computes M updates on a single minibatch, called epochs. To do so, PPO first loads
transitions gathered by the most recent policy πθi

in line 8, and then computes their
advantage estimates. Afterward, it computes the loss, takes a gradient descent step,
and repeats it M times from lines 11 to 13.

One of the advantages of policy-gradient algorithms like PPO is that by updating
their policy’s parameters θ with gradient steps, they make smooth changes to the
action probabilities πθ(at|st). This is in contrast to value-based algorithms like DQN
and DQNPR, where a slight change in Q-values can change which actions achieve
the highest Q-value, causing drastic changes to the policy. Therefore, policy-gradient
algorithms have better convergence guarantees than value-based algorithms [5, 32].
However, making smooth gradient-based updates increases the likelihood of getting
stuck in local optima. Furthermore, estimates of the policy-gradient gθ tend to suffer
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from high variance [3]. PPO is an on-policy algorithm since LCLIP +V F +S
t assumes that

the given samples are generated by the previous policy πθold
. Thus, PPO cannot use a

replay buffer, meaning that gathered samples can be considered only for one epoch of
policy updates. This may increase the number of samples required to fit the policy’s
parameters θ.

Algorithm 4 Proximal Policy Optimization (single agent)
1: for episodes e = 0 to E − 1 do
2: sample s0 ∈ I from µ
3: for steps t = 0 to T − 1 do
4: sample at ∼ πθi

(st)
5: execute at; observe st+1 and rt+1
6: store transition (st, at, rt+1, st+1)
7: every K steps do
8: Load minibatch of samples gathered by πθi

9: Compute advantage estimates Ât using GAE
10: θ1

i = θi

11: for steps m = 1 to M do
12: perform gradient descent step on loss −LCLIP +V F +S

t (θm
i ) to get θm+1

i

13: end for
14: θi+1 = θM

i

15: end every
16: end for
17: end for
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4. DSMC Evaluation Stages

A multitude of DRL applications require agents not only to solve the given task but do so
in a safe manner. However, training DRL agents to act safely often involves comprising
in performance. This chapter introduces the field of safe reinforcement learning and
common causes for safety issues in DRL. We will then present how an agent’s behavior
can be evaluated using deep statistical model checking (DSMC). Afterward, we will
utilize DSMC’s evaluations in the DSMC evaluation stages (DSMC ES) algorithms,
which allow us to achieve safe behavior without sacrificing performance.

4.1. Safe Reinforcement Learning

Safe reinforcement learning aims to train agents that solve a given task while obeying
safety constraints [11]. These measures are necessary for safety-critical applications
where violating such a constraint might have catastrophic consequences. In the context
of this thesis, we will assume that an agent disregarding any such constraint corresponds
to a safety error that leads to the immediate termination of the current episode.

Assume we have a real-life model of the Racetrack map Barto-big, including a racecar,
and our goal is to make it drive autonomously using DRL. Recall that a Racetrack agent
receives a reward of 100 for reaching the goal line and that we use a discount factor of
γ = 0.99. Thus, when reaching the goal line, an Racetrack agent’s return corresponds to
0.99T −1 ·100, where T is the number of steps taken. Figure 4.1 compares the trajectories
of two agents. Agent A achieved a return of 75.5 by reaching the goal line in 29 steps,
whereas agent B achieved a lower return of 69.6 due to taking 37 steps. Nevertheless,
agent A’s behavior is undesirable since it drives with a high velocity and close to the
map’s walls, resulting in a high chance of crashes that could destroy the racecar. Thus,
we would deploy agent B, which slowly drives in the middle of the racetrack, giving it a
high probability of reaching the goal line. This example illustrates that even though the
return and the probability of reaching a goal state (GRP) are correlated, maximizing
the return often does not correspond to maximizing the GRP. This is one of the root
causes of safety problems in DRL, and, in theory, we can prevent it by using a binary
reward function

rbinary(st, at, st+1) =
{

1 if task solved
0 otherwise

.

Given this reward function and no discounting, the average return corresponds to the
fraction of episodes ending in goal states and, thus, to the probability of solving the
task. However, maximizing this objective is extraordinarily difficult since it does not
provide any feedback to the agent unless it reaches a goal state. To increase the learning
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Figure 4.1 Trajectories of agent A (left) and agent B (right) on the Barto-big
map.

speed, we can utilize a more informative reward function that provides the agent with
intermediate feedback. For instance, the reward function that we use in Racetrack
penalizes the agent with negative rewards whenever it crashes into a wall. Nevertheless,
using a reward function other than rbinary means the agent’s maximization objective does
not correspond to the GRP (Problem 1). One way to counteract this safety negligence is
to use an informative reward function that also enforces safe behavior. Despite resulting
in shorter training times than rbinary, these functions are known to cause substantially
poorer performance than reward functions designed for quick learning [11]. This is
due to the challenging maximization objectives that result from safety-focused reward
functions. For example, if we give a Racetrack agent a reward of −1000 for crashing,
it is likely to stop driving since it tries to avoid the large negative reward but cannot
explore the map without crashing.

Another aspect that reduces safety in DRL is that many algorithms, such as DQN,DQNPR,
and PPO, maximize the average return. This means safety errors leading to low returns
are disregarded when they rarely occur since they do not affect the average return
noticeably (Problem 2). However, even a low probability of error is unacceptable in
safety-critical applications.

4.2. Deep Statistical Model Checking

Since a high average return does not ensure safe behavior, we must evaluate an agent’s
policy according to metrics relevant to safety. To do so, we utilize deep statistical model
checking (DSMC) [15], which is a technique that analyzes properties of DNN-induced
policies using statistical model checking [18].
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Starting at an initial state s0, DSMC repeatedly queries from the policy’s DNN an
action at in order to transition to the next state st+1, until a terminal state is reached.
Thus, the DNN acts as a black-box oracle, which resolves the non-determinism of the
task’s MDP at every visited state. This process results in a sequence of state transitions
corresponding to a deterministic Markov chain.

Definition 4.1 (Oracle-induced Markov Chain [15]). Let M = ⟨S,A, T , µ⟩ be an MDP
and π : S → A an action oracle given by a DRL agent’s policy. Then π induces in M
the Markov chain Cπ = ⟨S, T ′, s0⟩ that comprises a set of states s ∈ S, an initial state
s0, and a transition probability function T ′ : S → D(S), for which T ′(s) = T (s, π(s))
holds.

Next, DSMC analyzes the deterministic Markov chain with respect to the desired
property q, giving us the estimate q′. The model executions and Markov chain evaluations
are then repeated until the error |q′ − q| is within the statistical confidence bound

P (|q′ − q| > ϵ) < κ,

meaning that the probability of the error in q′ being larger than ϵ is smaller than κ.

Consider we trained a Racetrack agent on the Barto-big map with the random restart
setting activated and want to know if it has learned safe behavior. We can evaluate
this by computing with DSMC the agent’s GRP when starting on each initial state.
Additionally, we evaluate the agent’s expected return in each initial state. The left side
of Figure 4.2 visualizes the results of DSMC as a heatmap, where the greener a cell is,
the higher the agent’s GRP when starting on it. It shows that the agent lacks safety in
the upper and left areas of the map since these areas are colored yellow and orange. The
right side of Figure 4.2 shows the results of evaluating with DSMC the agent’s expected
return when starting on each map cell. Comparing this heatmap to the former, we can
observe a correlation between GRP and expected return. In the following, we will call
such heatmaps global GRP and global return heatmaps.
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Figure 4.2 Global GRP (left) and global return (right) heatmap of the Barto-
big map.

4.3. DSMC Evaluation Stages

Although DSMC can evaluate a DRL agent’s behavior, it does not tell us how to train
safe agents. However, we can use DSMC to analyze certain properties of the agent’s
policy throughout the training and then focus the training on the initial states in which
these properties are the most deficient. The agent will then attempt to increase its
return in these difficult regions, which likely addresses the deficient properties. This is
the basic principle that allows DSMC evaluation stages [16] (DSMC ES) to train safe
DRL agents. To apply DSMC ES, we first need to compute a partition of the task’s set
of initial states

P = {J1, J2, ..., Jk} where ∀i ∈ 1, 2, ..., k : Ji ̸= ∅ and
⋃

i∈1,2,...,k

Ji = I,

and then choose for each initial state region Ji a representative state si ∈ Ji. DSMC ES
then executes an evaluation stage by running DSMC on the representatives of each region.
The resulting evaluation values E(Ji) are passed to an underlying training algorithm
and utilized accordingly. The evaluation stages are repeated at regular intervals since
the evaluation values E(Ji) may become inaccurate as the agent’s policy changes.

Gros et al. [16] utilized two configurations of DSMC ES: The first configuration computes
the evaluation values E(Ji) as the agent’s GRP, and the second one computes E(Ji)
as the agent’s expected return, which is linearly interpolated between 0 and 1. The
first configuration addresses Problem 1 by focusing the training on initial state regions
where the agent’s GRP is low, such that the agent may learn to increase its GRP.
Thus, we can incorporate the safety objective of increasing the GRP into the training
process without requiring a reward function that decreases performance. The second
configuration addresses Problem 2 since it allows us to focus the training on initial state
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regions where low returns occur when starting in them, such that ameliorating these
deficiencies becomes significant to maximizing the average return.

4.3.1. Evaluation-based Initial Distribution

Evaluation-based initial distribution (EID) is one of two algorithms that utilize DSMC
ES during training. EID makes the probabilities of starting in an initial state s0 ∼ Ji

inversely proportional to the evaluation value E(Ji) of the corresponding initial state
region Ji. Thus, the agent will start more frequently in regions Ji where E(Ji) is
low, allowing it to gather samples from which it can learn to increase its performance.
Given the MDP’s initial state distribution µ, EID first defines an initial probability
distribution

β(Ji) = µ(si)∑k
j=1 µ(sj)

,

over the regions Ji, using their representatives si. After the first evaluation stage, EID
shifts β such that Ji with a low E(Ji) have an increased probability of being sampled.
Additionally, a minimum priority ϵp is used to ensure that every Ji has a non-zero
probability of being sampled

p(Ji) = (1 − E(Ji) + ϵp) · β(Ji)∑
j(1 − E(Jj) + ϵp) · β(Jj) .

This measure stops EID from ignoring regions Ji in which E(Ji) is high. In the last
step, the initial state s0 is uniformly sampled from the sampled region Ji.

Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo-code of an EID variant that uses DQN as its basis. The
first difference between this EID variant and DQN is that, from lines 2 to 3, it samples
the initial state according to the results of the previous evaluation stage. The second
difference is that, from lines 16 to 20, EID updates the evaluation values E(Ji) by
computing a new evaluation stage. Note that the first E(Ji) are only computed after W
episodes since an agent that did not receive minimum training likely performs poorly in
all regions Ji, making it redundant to evaluate its policy. Since EID neither changes how
the agent gathers samples nor how the policy is updated, it can be used in conjunction
with any other DRL algorithm, such as PPO.
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Algorithm 5 Evaluation-based Initial Distribution (DQN version)
1: for episodes e = 0 to E − 1 do
2: sample Ji w.r.t. p(Ji)
3: sample s0 ∼ Ji uniformly
4: for steps t = 0 to T − 1 do
5: with probability ϵ select random action at ∈ A(st)
6: otherwise with probability 1 − ϵ select at = argmax

a∈A(st)
Qθi

(st, a)

7: execute at; observe st+1 and rt+1
8: store (st, at, rt+1, st+1) in replay buffer D
9: every K steps do

10: sample minibatch of samples (sj , aj , rj+1, sj+1) from D
11:

set target yj =

rj+1 sj+1 terminal
rj+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθ′(sj+1, a

′) else

12: perform gradient descent step on loss (yj − Qθi
(sj , aj))2

13: soft-update the network weights θ′ = (1 − τ) · θi + τ · θ′

14: end every
15: end for
16: if e > W then
17: every L episodes do
18: compute E(Ji) for all Ji ∈ P
19: end every
20: end if
21: end for

We will represent whether we use the GRP or expected return configuration of EID
using the subscripts G and R, and we will omit the subscript whenever the configuration
is not relevant.

Like Gros et al. [16], we apply DSMC ES to the Racetrack task by defining that every
initial state si ∈ I forms an initial state region Ji = {si}. To assess how DSMC ES
affects the training in Racetrack, we can count for each map cell how often a state
with the corresponding coordinates was considered for a Q-network update and then
visualize these counts as a heatmap, which we call a considered states heatmap.

Figure 4.3 shows an example in which DQN and EIDG agents were trained on the Maze
map with the random restart setting activated. Comparing the global GRP heatmaps,
we can see that DQN attained deficient GRPs on the rightmost area of the map, whereas
EIDG achieved significantly higher GRPs. Looking at the considered states heatmaps,
we see that EIDG’s heatmap shows more bright yellow cells in this area, which means
EIDG considered it more for training than DQN, leading to a higher GRP. EIDG also
achieved with 72% a noticeably higher average GRP in the initial states than DQN,
which only achieved 62%.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of considered states and GRPs between DQN and
EIDG on the Maze map.

4.3.2. Evaluation-based Prioritized Replay

The second DSMC ES algorithm is called evaluation-based prioritized replay (EPR).
Contrary to EID, EPR leaves the initial state distribution µ unchanged, but during the
Q-network update, it prioritizes samples from episodes starting in initial state regions
Ji with a low evaluation value E(Ji). This focuses the updates on using experiences
from starting in regions Ji where E(Ji) is low, such that the agent’s performance may
improve. So instead of generating more transitions from starting in problematic regions
like EID, EPR uses the already gathered transitions more. EPR computes for every
transition a sampling priority

δ = (1 − E(Ji) + ϵp)α,

which is based on the evaluation value E(Ji) of the current episode’s initial state s0 ∈ Ji.
The hyperparameter ϵp ensures that transitions from starting in regions Ji where E(Ji)
is high are not neglected, and α ∈ (0, 1) controls the amount of prioritization.

Algorithm 6 corresponds to an EPR variant based on DQNPR. Unlike EID, in line 2,
EID samples the initial states according to the initial state distribution µ, but it also
periodically updates the evaluation values E(Ji) from lines 16 to 20. What differentiates
EPR from DQNPR is that, in line 7, it computes δ according to the results of the
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previous evaluation stage and not with respect to the TD-error. So when updating
the Q-network, transitions from episodes starting in initial state regions Ji with a low
evaluation value E(Ji) have a high probability of being sampled. Another difference to
DQNPR is that EPR does not use importance sampling weights wi to compensate for
the altered sampling probabilities. Since EPR works by changing how transitions are
sampled from the replay buffer, it can only be used in conjunction with DRL algorithms
that also use replay buffers.

Algorithm 6 Evaluation-based Prioritized Replay (DQNPR version)
1: for episodes e = 0 to E − 1 do
2: sample s0 ∈ Ji w.r.t. µ
3: for steps t = 0 to T − 1 do
4: with probability ϵ select random action at ∈ A(st)
5: otherwise with probability 1 − ϵ select at = argmax

a∈A(st)
Qθi

(st, a)

6: execute at; observe st+1 and rt+1
7: compute δ = (1 − E(Ji) + ϵp)α

8: store (st, at, rt+1, st+1, δ) in replay buffer D
9: every K steps do

10: sample minibatch of samples (sj , aj , rj+1, sj+1, δ) from D w.r.t. δ
11:

set target yj =

rj+1 sj+1 terminal
rj+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθ′(sj+1, a

′) else

12: perform gradient descent step on loss (yj − Qθi
(sj , aj))2

13: soft-update the network weights θ′ = (1 − τ) · θi + τ · θ′

14: end every
15: end for
16: if e > W then
17: every L episodes do
18: compute E(Ji) for all Ji ∈ P
19: end every
20: end if
21: end for

As with EID, we will use subscripts to indicate whether we use EPR’s GRP or return
configuration whenever it is relevant.

In Figure 4.4, we can see an example that compares a DQNPR agent and an EPRR

agent, which were trained on the Maze map with the random restart setting activated.
DQNPR’s global return heatmap shows that it only achieved a sufficient return in
the upper left area of the map since it concentrated the training too intensely on this
area, which can be seen in its considered states heatmap. On the other hand, EPRR

focused less on this area, which balanced the training across the map, and resulted in
a significantly higher average expected return in the initial states of 47 compared to
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DQNPR, which only achieved an average return of 0.

Figure 4.4 Comparison of considered states and returns between DQNPR
and EPRR on the Maze map.
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5. DSMC Evaluation Stages with Restart

The EID and EPR algorithms allow us to train safe DRL agents by focusing their training
on initial state regions Ji where they have low evaluation values E(Ji). However, both
methods require that the regions Ji cover large parts of the state space to achieve
noticeable increases in E(Ji). This chapter introduces the concept of pseudo initial
states, how we can use them to address EID and EPR’s limitations, and how we can
find them.

5.1. Limitations of DSMC Evaluation Stages

DSMC ES analyzes initial state regions Ji to identify deficiencies in the agent’s policy
and concentrate the training on the problematic regions such that the agent improves
its behavior. However, this principle breaks down if the task’s initial states only cover
a small part of the state space. In such cases, the state space regions where deficient
behaviors occur might be so distant from the initial state regions Ji, that focusing
the training on regions Ji with low evaluation values E(Ji) does not lead to sufficient
training in the relevant state space regions. Since the MDPs of complex tasks tend
to have gigantic state spaces, we cannot always expect that their initial states are
distributed such that we can successfully apply DSMC ES.

We can simulate a lack of initial states by training a Racetrack agent on the River-
deadend map using EIDG and restricting the initial states to the starting line, meaning
we deactivate the random restart setting. After the training is completed, we find that
the agent has only an 80% probability of reaching a goal line from the starting line. To
assess in which parts of the map the agent has difficulty driving, we computed a global
GRP and considered states heatmap, which can be seen in Figure 5.1. The heatmap
at the top shows that the agent’s GRP is only sufficient when starting on the leftmost
area of the map, suggesting that its low GRP at the starting line is due to the inability
to reach a goal line whenever it enters the map’s right areas. We see in the heatmap
at the bottom that the training disproportionally concentrated on the leftmost map
area, despite the agent’s deficiencies on the remaining parts. Thus, it is likely that if
the training had been focused to some extent on the neglected map areas, the agent
would have learned to drive in them, resulting in higher GRPs at the starting line.
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Figure 5.1 Global GRP (top) and considered states heatmap (bottom) of
the River-deadend map.

5.2. Pseudo Initial States

This thesis proposes that we can remove DSMC ES’ dependence on appropriately
distributed initial state regions Ji by collecting visited states during training and using
them to define additional pseudo initial state regions JP

i . This means that between
each evaluation stage, we collect a set of states Pj+1 that will be given to the following
evaluation stage. These states will be evaluated like the representatives si of the initial
state regions Ji, so we call them pseudo initial states sP

i , and each will form a pseudo
initial state region JP

i = {sP
i }. From now on, we will refer to the initial state regions Ji

as original initial state regions JO
i , and to the initial states si ∈ I as original initial states

sO
i . If chosen correctly, the pseudo initial state regions JP

i will enable the DSMC ES
algorithms to focus the training on state space regions where deficient behaviors occur,
such that it increases the agent’s performance in the original initial states. Because
we add to the DSMC ES framework the collection of pseudo initial states sP

i in which
subsequent episodes will restart, we call the resulting technique DSMC evaluation stages
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with restart (DSMC ESR), and the corresponding algorithms will be designated EIDP

and EPRP . The general approach of DSMC ESR can be divided into 3 steps:

1. The first step is to store certain visited states as candidates c ∈ C and evaluate
how qualified they are to become pseudo initial states. This qualification measure
should reflect whether the resulting pseudo initial state regions JP

i are suitable
for focusing the training on them.

2. In the second step, we select from the set of candidates C the set of most qualified
pseudo initial states Pj+1 =

{
sP

1 , s
P
2 , ..., s

P
B

}
, where |Pj+1| is upper bounded

by B to avoid an excessively high computational cost of the evaluation stage.
Additionally, we enforce a minimum distance limit between the pseudo initial
states sP

i to ensure they cover a substantial portion of the state space. In general,
this can be accomplished by defining a norm over the sP

i and a corresponding
distance measure.

3. The last step is to define for each sP
i ∈ Pj+1 a pseudo initial state region JP

i , and
pass them and the original initial states regions JO

i to the evaluation stage. Until
the next evaluation stage, the representatives sP

i of the pseudo initial state regions
JP

i will be used as additional initial states. The collection process repeats for the
following evaluation stage, meaning we compute a new set Pj+2. This ensures
that the most qualified pseudo initial states will be used in each iteration. The
only exception is that |Pj+2| may not exhaust the upper bound B. In this case,
the most qualified pseudo initial states from the previous sets Pj+1, Pj , ..., P0 are
added to Pj+2 until |Pj+2| = B holds.

In Figure 5.2 we can see an example of a DSMC ESR agent collecting candidates (cells
with crosses) and selecting pseudo initial states (colored cells) in the Racetrack task.
The maximum number of pseudo initial states is B = 5, and the distance limit is that
no pseudo initial states can be located on the same cells. Our qualification measure is
the distance to the goal line. Thus, in each iteration, we need to select the 5 candidates
that are closest to the goal line and located on different cells as pseudo initial states.
Before the first evaluation stage, the agent can only begin episodes on the starting line.
In the image at the top, we can see red crosses, which mark the location of the visited
states that the agent stored as candidates. Now the first evaluation stage is due, so we
add the 5 most qualified candidates to our first set of pseudo initial states P1, which
are shown as red cells in the center image. In the next iteration, episodes can start on
the starting line or in states sP

i ∈ P1. However, the agent’s policy suffered destructive
updates, so the agent kept crashing into walls. Therefore, it could only collect 3 new
candidates, which are represented by blue crosses. In this case, we add all candidates to
the new set of pseudo initial states P2, and, additionally, add to P2 the states from P1
that were closest to the goal line. This allows us to provide the agent with a diverse
set of pseudo initial states P2, despite the agent’s inability to collect promising new
candidates in the previous iteration. In the last picture, restarting in states sP

i ∈ P2,
shown as blue and red cells, enabled the agent to recover its performance and collect
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highly qualified new candidates, which are depicted as orange crosses.

Figure 5.2 Selection of pseudo initial states on the Barto-small map. The
agent collects the first candidates (top), collects the next candidates after
selecting the first set of pseudo initial states P1 (middle), and then collects
further candidates after selecting the second set of pseudo initial states P2
by reusing states from P1 (bottom).

Early experiments showed that the disadvantage of introducing pseudo initial state
regions JP

i is that if we concentrate the training too heavily on them, the agent may
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forget how to act when starting in the original initial state regions JO
i , meaning it

cannot solve the original task. Thus, we need to ensure that we only utilize the regions
JP

i to the extent that they increase the agent’s evaluation values E(JO
i ) in the regions

JO
i . We achieve this by making the utilization of the pseudo initial state regions JP

i

proportional to the average evaluation value in the original initial state regions

E(JO
i ) =

∑
E(JO

i )
|P|

,

where P is the set of all original initial state regions JO
i . So when E(JO

i ) decreases, we
concentrate the training less on pseudo initial state regions JP

i , allowing the agent to
recover its performance in the original initial state regions JO

i . If E(JO
i ) is very close

to 0, the agent struggles to reach a goal state from the regions JO
i , which might be

due to insufficient exploration of the state space. In this case, the agent could benefit
from starting episodes in pseudo initial state regions JP

i since they might be closer to
goal states. If E(JO

i ) is very close to 1, the agent has a high probability of reaching
goal states from regions JO

i , so we allow it to start in pseudo initial state regions JP
i

frequently. However, if the agent now starts too often in regions JP
i , it will forget again

how to act in the original initial state regions JO
i , leading to unstable performance. To

ensure exploration and avoid instability, we compute the pseudo initial state region
priority as

ψ = clip
(
E(JO

i ), 1 − ψmax , 0 + ψmin
)
,

by clipping E(JO
i ) to an interval between 0 and 1 using the lower and upper pseudo

initial state region priority bounds ψmin and ψmax .

In Algorithm 7, we can see in the highlighted lines how to incorporate pseudo initial
states in EIDP and EPRP . Similar to the EID and EPR algorithms introduced in
chapter 4, this algorithm is based on the DQN algorithm and only modifies how initial
states are sampled and how transitions are sampled for the Q-network update. The
main difference between this algorithm and the previously introduced EID and EPR
algorithms is that we need to differentiate between episodes starting in original initial
state regions JO

i and episodes starting in pseudo initial state regions JP
i . Furthermore,

we store certain visited states and select pseudo initial states before computing an
evaluation stage. In line 4, we control how many episodes start in pseudo initial state
regions JP

i by using initial state distributions that account for the pseudo initial state
region priority ψ. In the case of EIDP , we sample the episode’s initial state s0 uniformly
from Ji, which is sampled according to

p′(Ji) =
{

(1 − ψ) · p(Ji) if Ji = JO
i

ψ · p(Ji) if Ji = JP
i

.

This means we compute the sampling probability p(Ji) of each region Ji according to
the evaluation value E(Ji), as in the EID algorithm, and then scale each p(Ji) with
regard to ψ to get the final sampling probabilities p′(Ji). Therefore, the higher ψ, the
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more we increase the probability of episodes starting in pseudo initial state state regions
JP

i . In EPRP , we sample with equal probability either an original initial state sO
i ∈ I

from µ or a pseudo initial state sP
i ∈ Pj uniformly from the current set of pseudo initial

states Pj , giving us

µ′(s0) =


1
2 · µ(s0) if s0 ∈ I
1
2 · 1

|Pj | if s0 ∈ Pj
.

The next modification is that every time the agent gathers a new transition, in line 9,
we check whether the current state st should be stored as a candidate and, if so, add it
to the set of candidates C. In the case of EPRP , in line 10, we compute the current
transition’s sampling priority as

δ′ =
{

(1 − ψ) · (1 − E(JO
i ) + ϵp)α if s0 ∈ JO

i

ψ · (1 − E(JP
i ) + ϵp)α if s0 ∈ JP

i

.

Thus, we compute the sampling priorities, as in the EPR algorithm, and then scale
them by ψ if the corresponding episodes started in pseudo initial state state regions JP

i

and by 1 − ψ otherwise. Therefore, the higher ψ, the more we increase the sampling
probabilities of transitions gathered in episodes that started in pseudo initial state
regions JP

i . From lines 20 to 23, we update the original initial state regions’ evaluation
values E(JO

i ) and ψ every L episodes. From lines 24 to 31, we select every U episodes
the new pseudo initial states Pj+1, and if they do not exhaust the size limit B, we add
pseudo initial states from Pj , Pj−1, ..., P0 to Pj+1, until we have |Pj+1| = B. Afterward,
we evaluate all pseudo initial state regions JP

i and clear the set of candidates C to
avoid excessive memory usage. Since we assume that the original initial state regions
JO

i only cover a small part of the state space, they may also be small in number. We
can exploit this by updating the evaluation values E(JO

i ) separately and at a higher
frequency than E(JP

i ), meaning we can update E(JO
i ) every L << U episodes without

adding too much computational overhead. This allows us to update ψ frequently, so we
can accurately balance the utilization of pseudo initial state regions.
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Algorithm 7 EIDP /EPRP (DQN version)
1: initialize set of candidates C
2: initialize pseudo initial state region priority ψ = 0.0
3: for episodes e = 0 to E − 1 do

4: sample s0 according to
{
p′(Ji) EIDP

µ′(s0) EPRP

5: for steps t = 0 to T − 1 do
6: with probability ϵ select random action at ∈ A(st)
7: otherwise with probability 1 − ϵ select at = argmax

a∈A(st)
Qθi

(st, a)

8: execute at; observe st+1 and rt+1
9: selectCandidate(st, st+1)

10: compute δ =
{

constant EIDP

δ′ EPRP

11: store (st, at, rt+1, st+1, δ) in replay buffer D
12: every K steps do
13: sample minibatch of samples (sj , aj , rj+1, sj+1, δ) from D w.r.t. δ
14:

set target yj =

rj+1 sj+1 terminal
rj+1 + γ · max

a′
Qθ′(sj+1, a

′) else

15: perform gradient descent step on loss (yj − Qθ(sj , aj))2

16: soft-update the network weights θ′ = (1 − τ) · θi + τ · θ′

17: end every
18: end for
19: if e > W then
20: every L episodes do
21: compute E(JO

i ) for all JO
i ∈ P

22: update pseudo initial state region priority ψ
23: end every
24: every U episodes do
25: Pj+1 = selectPseudos(C)
26: if |Pj+1| < B then
27: add the B − |Pj+1| most qualified sP

i ∈ Pj , Pj−1, ..., P0 to Pj+1
28: end if
29: compute E(JP

i ) for all JP
i = {sP

i } where sP
i ∈ Pj+1

30: clear C
31: end every
32: end if
33: end for
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5.3. Pseudo Initial State Selection Strategies

So far, we have established how to utilize pseudo initial states sP
i ∈ Pj in the EIDP and

EPRP algorithms, but we have not yet considered which visited states should be stored
as candidates c ∈ C and how Pj should be chosen from C. Since we can only evaluate
small parts of enormous state spaces, we want to ensure that Pj allows DSMC ESR
to focus the training on the regions that enable the largest improvements in our safety
metrics, i.e., the average GRP or the average expected return and return variance. This
thesis introduces four pseudo initial state selection strategies, which select Pj according
to different properties that indicate the potential for significant improvements in safety.
To evaluate these properties, we require efficiently computable qualification measures
since we will collect a large number of candidates. Furthermore, we will only evaluate
the candidates’ qualifications upon visiting them since recomputing the qualifications
of all candidates before each evaluation stage may result in high computational costs.
Thus, we assume that if a candidate was highly qualified at its visitation, it would
remain sufficiently qualified until we select it as pseudo initial state.

5.3.1. Random Strategy

From lines 2 to 4, the random strategy’s (Algorithm 8) selectCandidate method
uniformly selects visited states as candidates if they are no original initial states. From
lines 8 to 13, the selectPseudos method then uniformly selects B candidates as
pseudo initial states. To ensure that they cover large parts of the state space, in line 10,
the method checks for each candidate that it adds to Pj+1 whether it has a sufficient
distance to the already selected pseudo initial states sP

i ∈ Pj+1. Since every visited
state has the same probability of being selected, Pj+1 will cover the visited parts of the
state space evenly, allowing us to focus the training on a large variety of regions.
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Algorithm 8 Random Strategy
1: function selectCandidate(st, st+1)
2: if st /∈ I then
3: with probability 50% add st to C
4: end if
5: end function
6:
7: function selectPseudos(C)
8: Pj+1 = {}
9: for candidate c in C do

10: if distanceLimit(c, Pj+1) and |Pj+1| < B then
11: with probability 50% add c to Pj+1
12: end if
13: end for
14: return Pj+1
15: end function

5.3.2. Crash Strategy

Instead of providing the evaluation stage with pseudo initial state regions JP
i that

represent large parts of the state space, we can only provide it with regions JP
i where

the agent is prone to take actions that lead to safety errors. Therefore, we force the
agent to address its most deficient behaviors. Whenever the agent makes a safety
error, the episode finishes, and the crash strategy’s (Algorithm 9) selectCandidate
method stores the state in which the agent was n time steps ago as a candidate from
lines 2 to 7. If the episode was shorter than n time steps, the initial state s0 is added
to C, given that s0 /∈ I. This way, pseudo initial states sP

i ∈ Pj will be considered
as candidates for Pj+1 if the agent kept making safety errors. Given that we set the
hyperparameter n suitably, this method will select the states where the agent takes
the actions leading to safety errors. We can find a suitable value of n by using domain
knowledge or by starting at n = 1 and training agents with increasing values of n until
we achieve adequate performance. The crash strategy’s selectPseudos method selects
as pseudo initial states the B candidates for which the most safety errors occurred
after visiting them. However, we cannot simply count how often each candidate was
encountered n steps before a safety error since the same state is rarely visited twice in a
large state space. Therefore, from lines 11 to 15, we define groups of similar states and
assign each candidate to its respective group. In general, we could achieve this by using
clustering algorithms [35], but in Racetrack, we assign all candidates with the same x
and y coordinates to the same group. From lines 16 to 22, selectPseudos then builds
the set of pseudo initial states Pj+1 by choosing a random candidate from each of the
B groups containing the most candidates.
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Algorithm 9 Crash Strategy
1: function selectCandidate(st, st+1)
2: if safetyError(st+1) then
3: n = min(n, t+ 1)
4: if st+1−n /∈ I then
5: add st+1−n to C
6: end if
7: end if
8: end function
9:

10: function selectPseudos(C)
11: initialize list of groups G = [G1, G2, ..., Gk]
12: Pj+1 = {}
13: for candidate c in C do
14: add c to corresponding group Gi

15: end for
16: sort G according to |Gi| in descending order
17: for group Gi in G do
18: sample random candidate c ∼ Gi

19: if distanceLimit(c, Pj+1) and |Pj+1| < B then
20: add c to Pj+1
21: end if
22: end for
23: return Pj+1
24: end function

5.3.3. Value Strategy

When the agent makes a safety error, it means that at some point, it deviated from its
path to a goal state and transitioned into state space regions where it could not reach
a goal state. If we use the states from which the agent enters these regions as pseudo
initial states, we can focus the training on them such that the agent may learn to stay on
the goal path. From lines 2 to 4, the value strategy’s (Algorithm 10) selectCandidate
method stores every visited state st as a candidate, along with the approximated drop
in state-value

drop(st, st+1) = V (st) − V (st+1),

that occurred when the agent transitioned to the successor state st+1. From lines 8 to
14, the selectPseudos method then selects the B candidates with the highest drop
as pseudo initial states since a significant drop in state-value indicates that the agent
became unlikely to reach a goal state after transitioning to st+1.
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Algorithm 10 Value Strategy
1: function selectCandidate(st, st+1)
2: if st /∈ I then
3: add (st, drop(st, st+1)) to C
4: end if
5: end function
6:
7: function selectPseudos(C)
8: sort C according to drop in descending order
9: Pj+1 = {}

10: for candidate c in C do
11: if distanceLimit(c, Pj+1) and |Pj+1| < B then
12: add c to Pj+1
13: end if
14: end for
15: return Pj+1
16: end function

5.3.4. Novelty Strategy

We already established that agents perform poorly when they do not sufficiently explore
the task’s state space. If we use pseudo initial state regions JP

i that are novel to the agent,
we will focus the training on unexplored state space regions and increase exploration.
From lines 2 to 4, the novelty strategy (Algorithm 11) uses its selectCandidate
method to save all visited states as candidates along with their novelty. From lines 8 to
14, it uses its selectPseudos method to select the B most novel candidates as pseudo
initial states. We measure novelty using random network distillation (RND) [7], which
utilizes two randomly initialized DNNs with identical architectures that take as input
the visited states and return a random output. One of these networks is designated
as the target network, meaning its parameters will remain fixed, whereas the other
is the predictor network. The goal of the latter is to predict the random outputs of
the target network. During training, the current state will be passed to the predictor
and target network at each time step. RND then computes the error in the predictor
network’s prediction and updates its parameters accordingly. If the agent visits similar
states frequently, the predictor network’s loss will decrease since it will learn the target
network’s outputs for the corresponding type of state. This is possible since DNNs
generalize over their input data, meaning they will return similar outputs for similar
inputs. Thus, the predictor network’s loss encapsulates the agent’s lack of experience in
a given state, corresponding to the novelty. Note that, instead of RND, we could also
utilize other novelty measures [1, 24].
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Algorithm 11 Novelty Strategy
1: function selectCandidate(st, st+1)
2: if st /∈ I then
3: add (st,novelty(st)) to C
4: end if
5: end function
6:
7: function selectPseudos(C)
8: sort C according to novelty in descending order
9: Pj+1 = {}

10: for candidate c in C do
11: if distanceLimit(c, Pj+1) and |Pj+1| < B then
12: add c to Pj+1
13: end if
14: end for
15: return Pj+1
16: end function

5.4. Application to Racetrack

Selecting a suitable distance limit is crucial for successfully applying EIDP and EPRP .
If the limit is too small, we may collect pseudo initial states that do not cover large
parts of the state space since states from the same state space regions likely have
similar qualifications, meaning that the most qualified candidates will be concentrated
in the same regions. If the distance limit is too large, we may inadvertently reject
the most qualified candidates during the selection process. Thus, choosing a distance
limit corresponds to trading off the qualification of pseudo initial states and state
space coverage. To find an appropriate distance limit, we can start with an initial
value and train EIDP /EPRP agents with increasing limits until we achieve satisfactory
performance. However, a more efficient approach is to construct distance limits using
domain knowledge, which is how we will define four limits to be used in the Racetrack
task. The first distance limit is called the single cell limit, and it requires that no
pseudo initial states may have the same x and y coordinates, meaning that for every
map cell, we only consider the most qualified candidate as pseudo initial state. This
way, we can avoid that pseudo initial states accumulate on single cells. We can achieve
a larger distance limit by grouping single map cells into regions and only considering
the most qualified candidates of each region as pseudo initial states. To do so, we lay
a grid over the map so that it partitions it into square-shaped regions, among which
we choose the best candidates. However, if we can only select less than B pseudo
initial states sP

i ∈ Pj+1 from the regions, we will identify the remaining most qualified
candidates using the single cell distance limit and add them to Pj+1 until we have added
all candidates or |Pj+1| = B holds. In our experiments, we will group the cells into 2 by
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2 and 3 by 3 regions, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.3. We will call these
two distance limits 2 × 2 regions and 3 × 3 regions.

Figure 5.3 2 × 2 (left) and 3 × 3 (right) regions on the Maze map.

Our last distance limit is called the max distance limit and it aims to select pseudo
initial states sP

i ∈ Pj+1 that cover as much of the state space as possible. Therefore, we
require that every candidate c we add to Pj+1 must fulfill

c = argmax
c∈C

min
sP

i ∈Pj+1

∥∥∥c, sP
i

∥∥∥
2
,

meaning that c has the largest minimum euclidean distance to all of the already selected
pseudo initial states sP

i ∈ Pj+1. Note that we take the norm over the entire states,
meaning that, unlike the previous distance limits, this limit considers the states’ velocities
in addition to their coordinates.
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6. Results

This chapter will investigate the results of using DSMC ESR to train Racetrack agents.
We examine EIDP

G/EPRP
G and EIDP

R/EPRP
R using DQN and DQNPR as their basis,

respectively. Furthermore, we will discuss experiments using EIDP
G with PPO as its

basis. The experiments were conducted on the River-deadend, the Maze, and the
Hansen-bigger maps, which were introduced in section 2.4. A noise probability of 50%
was used on River-deadend, and a lower noise probability of 25% was used on the more
challenging Maze and Hansen-bigger maps. In all experiments, the random restart
setting was deactivated such that the initial states I were located only on the starting
line, allowing us to show that the DSMC ESR algorithms work in tasks where I only
covers a small portion of the state space.

The goal of the EIDP
G/EPRP

G experiments was to train agents that drive from the
starting line to a goal line without crashing. This corresponds to having a high GRP
in all initial states I, so our primary performance metric will be the average GRP in
I, which we call the initial GRP. It is also interesting to assess the agent’s GRP when
starting in states that are not in I since DSMC ESR restarts episodes in various state
space regions. Thus, we will use the average GRP across the whole state space as a
secondary performance metric, which we approximate by taking the average over the
agent’s GRP when starting on each cell of the map. We will refer to this metric as the
global GRP.

The EIDP
R/EPRP

R experiments aimed to train agents that achieve high average returns
when driving from the starting line while only earning a minimum number of large
negative returns, which are due to crashing. Thus, we will use the average expected
return and average return variance in I as our primary performance metrics, which we
call the initial return and initial variance. Similarly to the EIDP

G/EPRP
G experiments,

we will use the agent’s average expected return when starting on each map cell, called
the global return, as our secondary performance metric.

Similar to Gros et al. [16], we saved the agents’ policies during training at regular
intervals and then, for each agent type, evaluated all stored policies with regard to the
primary performance metrics.

6.1. EIDP
G and EPRP

G Results

The first experiments incorporated training EIDP
G and EPRP

G agents. Additionally, DQN
and DQNPR agents were trained as performance baselines. The EIDP

G/EPRP
G agents
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were trained using the four pseudo initial state selection strategies and four distance
limits, totaling 34 agent types, including the baselines. For each agent type, the training
was run on each map for E = 100.000 episodes and repeated five times using different
random seeds, resulting in a total of 510 agents. The EIDP

G/EPRP
G agents selected and

evaluated the pseudo initial states every U = 10.000 episodes and evaluated the original
initial states every L = 100 episodes. The maximum number of pseudo initial states in
each iteration was chosen as

B = |free map cells|
4 ,

and the lower and upper pseudo initial state region priority bounds were both set to
ψmin = ψmax = 0.2. The DSMC ESR agents that utilized the crash strategy stored
the state in which they were n = 5 steps ago as a candidate whenever they crashed.
This hyperparameter was chosen by training agents with increasing values of n until
we achieved adequate performance. The architecture of the Q-network was the same
as depicted in Figure 3.4. A full list of hyperparameter choices can be found in the
appendix A.1. The experiments were run on an Apple M1 Pro CPU with 10 cores and
took approximately 224 hours (EIDP

G: 70 hours, EPRP
G: 154 hours) to complete.

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the initial GRPs of the best-performing baseline agents
and best-performing EIDP

G/EPRP
G agents for each pseudo initial state selection strategy.

A table containing the configurations of all best-performing agents can be found in
the appendix A.2. We can see that EIDP

G outperforms the DQN baselines in 9 out of
12 instances, and EPRP

G outperforms the DQNPR baselines in 10 out of 12 instances.
Furthermore, EPRP

G attained equal or higher initial GRPs than EIDP
G in all cases except

for the value strategy agent on the Maze map. For both EIDP
G and EPRP

G, we can see
that the improvements over the baselines are relatively small on the River-deadend map,
which is likely due to this map being unchallenging, making it difficult to outperform
baselines that already achieve very high initial GRPs. However, it is remarkable that in
both cases, the random strategy agents achieved an initial GRP of 1.0, meaning that
they learned perfectly safe driving behavior. On the more challenging Maze map, we
see that EIDP

G could only outperform DQN by 3% using the value or novelty strategy,
whereas all EPRP

G agents achieved higher initial GRPs than DQNPR, with improvements
of up to 15%. The fact that the EPRP

G agent that used the novelty strategy achieved
the highest initial GRP suggests that focusing on unexplored state space regions is
beneficial on the Maze map. On Hansen-bigger, it is striking that neither DQN nor
DQNPR learned to reach the goal line, yet all EPRP

G/EIDP
G agents attained high initial

GRPs.
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Figure 6.1 Initial GRPs of the best-performing EIDP
G and DQN agents.

Figure 6.2 Initial GRPs of the best-performing EPRP
G and DQNPR agents.

We can illustrate which states the selection strategies selected as pseudo initial states
by counting for each cell how often a pseudo initial state was located on it and then
visualizing these counts as heatmaps, which we call pseudo heatmaps. We will also
annotate each heatmap with the distance limit that the corresponding agent utilized.
To gain further insights into how the pseudo initial state selection strategies influenced
the training, we will compare the pseudo, considered states, and global GRP heatmaps
of some of the best-performing DSMC ESR and baseline agents on all three maps.

Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 show the pseudo, considered states, and global GRP heatmaps of
the EIDP

G and baseline agents, trained on the River-deadend map. On the River-deadend
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map, the random, crash, and novelty strategy agents outperformed DQN in terms of
initial GRP. If we compare their pseudo initial states heatmaps to those of the value
strategy agent, we can see that they selected significantly more states from the map’s
center areas. Subsequently, we observe in the considered states heatmaps of the random,
crash, and novelty strategy agents that they considered these areas more intensely for
training than the value strategy, DQN, and DQNPR agents. Therefore, we can see in
the global GRP heatmaps that these agents attained higher GRPs in the central map
areas, leading to higher global GRPs. The random, crash, and novelty agents likely
achieved higher initial GRPs than the DQN agent because they could reach the goal line
from more of the map’s central areas. However, reaching a goal from the starting line
only requires driving in a straight line, making it unlikely for agents to enter the central
map areas, which could explain why the agents only achieved small improvements.

Figure 6.3 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G agents on River-

deadend.
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Figure 6.4 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G,

DQNPR, and DQN agents on River-deadend.

Figure 6.5 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G, DQNPR,

and DQN agents on River-deadend.
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Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 show the pseudo, considered states, and global GRP heatmaps
of the EPRP

G and baseline agents, trained on the Maze map. The pseudo heatmaps
show that the random, value, and novelty strategy agents evenly distributed the pseudo
initial states across the whole Maze map, whereas the crash strategy agent neglected
some of the upper and lower map areas. We observe in the considered states heatmaps
that the EPRP

G agents considered states on the direct path through the Maze map less
than DQN and DQNPR, but focused noticeably more on the remaining map areas. The
global GRP heatmaps show that the crash, value, and novelty strategy agents achieved
drastically higher GRPs than the baseline agents in the map areas beyond the direct
goal path, whereas the random strategy agent only attained higher GRPs in some areas.
This suggests that the EPRP

G agents that achieved higher initial GRPs than the DQN
and DQNPR agents did so because they could reach the goal line from various map
areas, whereas the DQN and DQNPR agents were unlikely to reach the goal once they
deviated from the direct path to the goal.

Figure 6.6 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
G agents on Maze.
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Figure 6.7 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
G,

DQNPR, and DQN agents on Maze.

Figure 6.8 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
G, DQNPR,

and DQN agents on Maze.
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In Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, we can see the heatmaps of the EPRP
G and baseline agents,

trained on the Hansen-bigger map. The first noticeable result is that the baselines’ global
GRP heatmaps show small average GRPs of 7% and 1%. We see in the corresponding
considered states heatmaps that this is due to not reaching the goal line. However,
all EPRP

G agents reach the goal and achieve a high global GRP. This highlights the
importance of using a lower bound ψmin for the pseudo initial state region priority ψ
since otherwise, the EPRP

G agents would not have utilized pseudo initial state regions as
long as they could not reach the goal from the starting line. The pseudo initial states
collected by the random, value, and novelty strategy agents cover all map areas. On
the contrary, the crash strategy selected pseudo initial states on the racetrack’s center,
forming a path from start to goal. This pattern translates to the considered states,
which can also be seen in the considered states of the other EPRP

G agents. Since the
EPRP

G agents attained high initial and global GRPs, we can conclude that focusing on
the center areas of Hansen-bigger is more relevant than exploring its edges. Comparing
the EPRP

G agents’ global GRP heatmaps, we observe that all achieve higher GRPs on
the map’s right areas than on its left areas. This indicates that navigating through
Hansen-bigger’s left part poses the greatest challenge for reaching the goal line.

Figure 6.9 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
G agents on Hansen-

bigger.
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Figure 6.10 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
G,

DQNPR, and DQN agents on Hansen-bigger.

Figure 6.11 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
G, DQNPR,

and DQN agents on Hansen-bigger.
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6.2. EIDP
R and EPRP

R Results

Here, we will discuss the results of training EIDP
R/EPRP

R agents. Initial experiments
utilized the same training setup as the EIDP

G/EPRP
G experiments. However, they showed

that the training progressed significantly slower when evaluating the expected return
instead of evaluating the GRP since the evaluation stages required much more time
to compute the evaluation values. Therefore, we made the following adjustments to
the training setup: For each agent type, the training was repeated only 3 times with
different random seeds, and the EIDP

R/EPRP
R agents only evaluated the original initial

state regions every L = 500 episodes. The experiments took approximately 127 hours
(EIDP

R: 50 hours, EPRP
R: 57 hours) to complete.

Figure 6.12 shows the initial returns of the best-performing EIDP
R and DQN agents and

Figure 6.13 shows their achieved initial variances. On the River-deadend map, we can
see that all EIDP

R agents achieved higher initial returns and lower initial variances than
DQN, indicating that the agents could reduce the number of situations in which they
earned large negative returns. On the Maze map, only the EIDP

R agent that utilized the
value strategy could match the baseline’s initial return. However, the agent achieved a
noticeably lower initial variance. Lastly, we see that the DQN agent failed to attain a
suitable initial return on the Hansen-bigger map, whereas the EIDP

R agents achieved
high initial returns and low variances.
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Figure 6.12 Initial returns of the best-performing EIDP
R and DQN agents.

Figure 6.13 Initial variances of the best-performing EIDP
R and DQN agents.
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In Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 we can see the initial returns and initial variances of the
best-performing EPRP

R and DQNPR agents. Contrary to the EIDP
R agents, the EPRP

R

agents could neither achieve higher initial returns nor lower initial variances than the
DQNPR baseline on the River-deadend map. On the Maze map, the random, crash,
and value strategy agents performed similarly to the DQNPR baseline, but the EPRP

R

agent that utilized the novelty strategy achieved a significantly higher initial return and
lower initial variance. On the Hansen-bigger map, we observe the same behavior as in
the EIDP

R experiments.

Figure 6.14 Initial returns of the best-performing EPRP
R and DQNPR agents.

Figure 6.15 Initial variances of the best-performing EPRP
R and DQNPR

agents.
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As in the previous section, we will investigate how some of the best-performing agents
behaved during training. Figures 6.16, 6.17, 6.18 show the pseudo, considered states,
and global return heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP

R and baseline agents on the
River-deadend map. We can see in the pseudo heatmaps that the random, value, and
novelty strategy agents selected pseudo initial states across the whole map, whereas the
crash strategy agent solely selected states on the direct paths between starting line and
goal lines. Thus, we observe in the considered states heatmaps that the agents explored
the map more thoroughly than the DQN, DQNPR, and crash strategy agents. The
global GRP heatmaps show that all EIDP

R agents achieved higher global returns than
the DQN and DQNPR agents, which is likely why most of them also achieved higher
initial returns and lower initial variances.

Figure 6.16 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
R agents on River-

deadend.
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Figure 6.17 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
R,

DQNPR, and DQN agents on River-deadend.

Figure 6.18 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
R, DQNPR,

and DQN agents on River-deadend.
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In Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, we see the pseudo, considered states, and global return
heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP

R and baseline agents. The pseudo heatmaps show
that the novelty strategy agent selected pseudo initial states that were mostly located
on the same cells, yet the other EPRP

R agents selected states from a large portion of
map cells. However, the only difference that we can observe in the considered states
heatmaps is that the novelty strategy agent did not focus on states from the map’s lower
areas, whereas the other EPRP

R agents considered the areas beyond the direct path
through the Maze map evenly. In general, all EPRP

R agents considered these map areas
significantly more than the DQN and DQNPR agents. Therefore, the EPRP

R agents
achieve much higher global returns than the DQN and DQNPR agents. Based on these
results, it is remarkable that the only EPRP

R agent that achieved a higher initial return
and a lower initial variance compared to a baseline agent was the novelty strategy agent,
which outperformed the DQNPR agent.

Figure 6.19 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
R agents on Maze.
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Figure 6.20 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
R,

DQNPR, and DQN agents on Maze.

Figure 6.21 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EPRP
R, DQNPR,

and DQN agents on Maze.
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In Figures 6.22, 6.23, 6.24, we can observe that the best-performing EIDP
R and baseline

agents behaved on the Hansen-bigger map similarly to the best-performing EPRP
G and

baseline agents in Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11. All EIDP
R agents selected pseudo initial states

across the whole map, allowing them to reach the goal line, whereas the DQN and
DQNPR agents remained stuck in the map’s left part. Thus, the EIDP

R agents achieved
high global returns, which enabled them to attain high initial returns and low initial
variances.

Figure 6.22 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
R agents on Hansen-

bigger.
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Figure 6.23 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
R,

DQNPR, and DQN agents on Hansen-bigger.

Figure 6.24 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
R, DQNPR,

and DQN agents on Hansen-bigger.
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6.3. PPO as the Basis of EIDP
G

As we presented in chapter 3, policy-gradient algorithms, such as PPO, have a funda-
mentally different approach to learning policies than value-based algorithms like DQN
and DQNPR. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate using PPO as the underlying
training algorithm of DSMC ESR. Since PPO cannot utilize a replay buffer, we will
only conduct experiments with EIDP .

The first experiments involved training EIDP
G agents and utilized the same training

setup as the DQN-based EIDP
G experiments. However, we observed that the PPO-based

agents learned very slowly since all of them either could not reach the goal line or
achieved an insufficient initial GRP. To ensure that these behaviors were not due to
inadequate hyperparameter choices, a grid search over the actor network’s learning rate
αActor ∈ {5e−4, 8e−4} and the entropy coefficient c2 ∈ {1e−3, 4e−3} was conducted in
the following experiments. These showed to be the most influential hyperparameters,
and their initial values αActor = 5e−4 and c2 = 1e−3 were taken from an existing
implementation of the actor-critic algorithm A2C [22]. Furthermore, the number of
episodes was increased to E = 400.000. These modifications significantly prolonged
the required training time, so the experiments were not repeated for every distance
limit. Instead, we experimentally selected a suitable distance limit for each EIDP

G

agent on each map. Furthermore, the lower pseudo initial state region priority bound
ψmin was increased to ψmin = 0.4 to increase exploration. Two DNNs with the same
architecture as in Figure 3.4 were used for the actor and critic networks, where the
latter had only one output node. The remaining hyperparameters that are not specific
to PPO had the same values as in the DQN-based experiments, and a complete list of
hyperparameters can be found in the appendix A.1. The training took approximately
45 hours to complete.
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We see in Figure 6.25 that the best-performing PPO and EIDP
G agents could only achieve

non-zero initial GRPs on the River-deadend map, where the value strategy agent was
able to outperform the baseline, although with an insufficient initial GRP.

Figure 6.25 Initial GRPs of the best-performing EIDP
G and PPO agents.

To understand why these agents performed worse than the agents in the DQN-based
experiments, we will investigate which pseudo initial states the strategies selected, which
states were considered for training, and how this affected the global GRP. Note that
the bounds in the considered states heatmaps were lowered by a factor of 10.
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Figures 6.26, 6.27, 6.28 show the pseudo, considered states, and global GRP heatmaps
of the best-performing EIDP

G and PPO agents on River-deadend. The pseudo heatmaps
show similar patterns as those of the DQN-based EIDP

G agents since the PPO-based EIDP
G

agents selected pseudo initial states in all map areas, except for the crash strategy agent.
However, all EIDP

G agents demonstrate a lack of exploration in their considered states
heatmaps since they mainly considered cells close to the starting line. This deficiency is
even more severe in the PPO agent’s considered states heatmap. Comparing the global
GRP heatmaps of the random and crash strategy with that of the PPO agent suggests
that they all learned a similar behavior of driving right and in a straight line. The
novelty strategy also learned such behavior, but it drove left. This leads to a smaller
global GRP since the agent will more often get stuck in the map’s dead end. The value
strategy achieved the highest global GRP because its GRP exceeded 25% on more cells
than the other agents. This suggests that the agent learned a more complex policy,
allowing it to reach goal lines by driving in multiple directions, which also lead to a
higher initial GRP. The better performance of the value strategy agent is likely due to
higher exploration since it considered the most states from the map’s center.

Figure 6.26 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G agents on River-

deadend.
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Figure 6.27 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G and

PPO agents on River-deadend.

Figure 6.28 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G and PPO

agents on River-deadend.
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Figures 6.29, 6.30, 6.31 depict the pseudo, considered states, and global GRP heatmaps
of the Maze map. We observe that the EIDP

G agents selected states from most parts of
the map. However, we can see in none of their considered states heatmaps that they
focused the training on a path from the starting line to the goal line. The random, crash,
and value strategy agents’ heatmaps show multiple small map areas with bright yellow
cells, indicating that the agents were stuck in these areas since we cannot see any pattern
resembling a path through the Maze. We see in the PPO and novelty strategy agents’
heatmaps that they rarely visited areas beyond the starting line, although the novelty
strategy agent explored the map significantly more than the PPO agent. The global
GRP heatmaps show that no agents learned to reach the goal line from a considerable
number of map areas.

Figure 6.29 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G agents on Maze.
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Figure 6.30 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G and

PPO agents on Maze.

Figure 6.31 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G and PPO

agents on Maze.
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In Figures 6.32, 6.33, 6.34, we can see the pseudo, considered states, and global GRP
heatmaps on the Hansen-bigger map. The pseudo heatmaps show that the random
and value strategy agents selected only a few pseudo initial states on the map’s right
side, whereas the crash and novelty strategy agents did not select any states from these
areas. Looking at the considered states heatmaps, we see that only the random and
value strategy agents selected pseudo initial states from the map’s right side because
only they could drive to these areas. Since they were the only ones to reach the goal
line, the random and value strategy agents attained the highest global GRPs with 24%
and 21%, respectively. However, we see in their global GRP heatmaps that they could
only reach the goal from cells close to the goal line.

Figure 6.32 Pseudo heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G agents on Hansen-

bigger.
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Figure 6.33 Considered states heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G and

PPO agents on Hansen-bigger.

Figure 6.34 Global GRP heatmaps of the best-performing EIDP
G and PPO

agents on Hansen-bigger.
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In section 3.3, we discussed that policy-gradient algorithms are prone to get stuck in
local optima and often suffer from gradient estimates with high variance. These inherent
problems and the fact that PPO cannot utilize a replay buffer may explain why the
PPO-based EIDP

G agents learned so slowly in comparison to the DQN-based EIDP
G

agents. Unfortunately, exactly determining which of these problems caused the poor
training results requires further analysis beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the
results on River-deadend are good examples of the agents getting stuck in local optima.
Driving in a straight line from the starting point is a simple behavior that achieves a
decent average return. To increase their returns, agents need to learn to drive in curves,
which would at first lead to many crashes and a decreased average return. Therefore, the
„drive-in-a-straight-line“ policy represents a local optimum in which all agents, except
the value strategy agent, got stuck. This is further confirmed by the fact that these
agents already achieve the same initial and global GRPs after 100.000 episodes, and
their policies do not noticeably change during the remaining 300.000 episodes. Getting
stuck in local optima may also explain the unusual patterns in the considered states
heatmaps of the EIDP

G agents that utilized the random, crash, and value strategies on
the Maze map. We observed in these heatmaps multiple small map regions on which
the training was heavily focused but no clear pattern indicating that the agents found a
path to the goal line. This could be caused by the agents learning to only drive in these
regions, allowing them to avoid immediately crashing and thus large negative rewards.
Attaining larger returns would require the agents to drive beyond these map regions,
which would, at first, result in more crashes, leading to decreased returns.

It is unlikely that the underwhelming results of the PPO-based experiments are due to
bad hyperparameter choices since we conducted a grid search over the most influential
hyperparameters. Furthermore, additional experiments using an existing A2C imple-
mentation showed the same lack of performance. Therefore, it is likely that the number
of training episodes was too small to compensate for PPO’s comparatively slow learning
speeds in the Racetrack task. For this reason, we did not expect PPO-based EIDP

R

to perform better than PPO-based EIDP
G, so we did not conduct the corresponding

experiments.

We saw in all considered states heatmaps that the agents exhibited a lack of exploration.
It is reasonable to assume that given more training steps, the agents could gather
the necessary experiences to learn better policies. In such a scenario, we can expect
the EIDP

G agents to learn faster than the PPO agents since they explored the maps
significantly more than the PPO agents.

6.4. Using the Single Cell Limit

The single cell limit imposes the least constraints on prospective pseudo initial states,
meaning that their qualifications, evaluated by the corresponding selection strategies, are
the main factor in deciding which candidates will be selected. Thus, the strategies behave
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the most characteristically when using this distance limit, making it insightful to analyze
their selections. In the following, we will investigate the pseudo heatmaps of EIDP

G

agents that used the single cell distance limit since their behaviors are representative of
the other DSMC ESR agents.

In Figure 6.35, we can see the pseudo heatmaps of River-deadend. We observe that the
random strategy agent selected states across the whole map, with a tendency for the
outer areas. The agent drove through these areas in most episodes because traversing
them is the quickest way of reaching a goal line from the start. Since this strategy selects
states that the agent encounters with uniform probability, it collects more pseudo initial
states in such frequently visited regions. The crash strategy agent’s pseudo heatmap
shows a distinctively different behavior of concentrating the pseudo initial states on the
outer areas and, to a lesser extent, on the center areas. This indicates that mistakes
leading to crashes usually occur when the agent is still on a direct path to a goal line
and not when it has already deviated from such paths. We can observe a similar pattern
in the value strategy agent’s heatmap, which shows that this strategy selects states
located on paths to goal states. In the novelty strategy agent’s heatmap, we see that
states close to the starting line have only been selected once, and in fact, these states
were used as pseudo initial states only during the first evaluation stage. This is because
these states were located in a frequently visited area and quickly became familiar to the
agent. The remaining pseudo initial states were selected mainly from the center and
right map areas. Comparing this to the considered states heatmap in Figure 6.38 shows
that these were rarely visited areas, from which we can follow that random network
distillation successfully identified novel states.

Figure 6.35 Pseudo heatmaps of EIDP
G agents that utilized the single cell

distance limit on the River-deadend map.
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In Figure 6.36, we see that all strategies behaved similarly on the Maze map. It is
clearly visible how the random strategy agent selected more states in the map’s center
areas, which were frequently visited. The crash strategy agent focused its pseudo initial
state selection on only a few areas but did not reach the goal line, suggesting that the
agent could not learn to avoid crashing after starting in the pseudo initial states. The
value strategy agent’s heatmap shows it focused on the shortest path to the goal while
neglecting the rest of the map, whereas the novelty strategy selected pseudo initial
states in an almost opposite way. This highlights how the value and novelty strategies
focus on exploitation and exploration.

Figure 6.36 Pseudo heatmaps of EIDP
G agents that utilized the single cell

distance limit on the Maze map.
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In the pseudo heatmaps of Hansen-bigger, shown in Figure 6.37, we see that the random
strategy agent’s heatmap depicts that significantly more pseudo initial states were
selected on the map’s left side, suggesting that the agent struggled to drive beyond
this area. The crash strategy agent’s selected states formed a pattern resembling a
path from start to goal through the center of the racetrack. This further validates that
fatal mistakes mostly happen when the agent is still on the correct path. Although
less distinct, we see the same pattern of selected states with the value strategy agent.
In contrast to the random strategy, the novelty strategy agent primarily focused on
the right part of the map, which seems difficult to reach since Figure 6.38 shows that
only a few states were considered from this area. Thus, the right side of Hansen-bigger
contained the most novel states.

Figure 6.37 Pseudo heatmaps of EIDP
G agents that utilized the single cell

distance limit on the Hansen-bigger map.
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Figure 6.38 Considered states heatmaps of the novelty strategy agent that
utilized the single cell distance limit on all maps.

6.5. Summary

Our experiments showed that the DQN-based EIDP and DQNPR-based EPRP algo-
rithms could achieve higher initial GRPs and higher initial returns with lower variances
compared to the regular DQN and DQNPR algorithms. In most instances, we observed
that the DSMC ESR agents explored the maps significantly more than the baseline
agents, enabling them to perform better when starting in various map regions. Therefore,
we followed that the DSMC ESR agents likely outperformed the baseline agents in the
initial states because they had a smaller chance of crashing once they deviated from the
direct paths between the starting and the goal line.

On the River-deadend map, our methods achieved only small improvements because it
is easy for agents to reach a goal line on this map without driving through various map
areas. Thus, the increased exploration had a smaller benefit for the DSMC ESR agents.
We achieved more extensive performance improvements on the Maze map since the
agents were much more likely to deviate from the direct path to the goal line. Therefore,
the DSMC ESR agents benefited significantly from the increased exploration. This need
for exploration also explains why the best-performing EIDP

G, EPRP
G, and EPRP

R agents
utilized the novelty strategy. The Hansen-bigger map posed a significant challenge to
the DQNPR and DQN agents since they could not reach the goal line. On the contrary,
all DSMC ESR agents performed very well since restarting episodes in states between
the starting and goal line allowed them to reach the goal line.

We generally saw no clear pattern indicating which strategies work best in which
scenarios, except for the novelty strategy on the Maze map. However, most of the
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best-performing DSMC ESR agents utilized distance limits larger than the single cell
limit, which enabled them to select pseudo initial states across all map areas. This
suggests that on the Racetrack benchmark, the DSMC ESR algorithms are not sensitive
to the selected pseudo initial state selection strategy when given a sufficiently large
distance limit.

We were unable to attain satisfactory performances in the PPO-based experiments,
which can be attributed to PPO learning significantly slower than DQN and DQNPR
in the Racetrack task. However, we observed that the DSMC ESR agents explored
the maps significantly more than the PPO agents, indicating that given more training
time, the DSMC ESR agents would attain suitable performance faster than the PPO
agents.

Lastly, we examined the locations of the pseudo initial states selected by DSMC ESR
agents that utilized the single cell limit. This showed us that the qualification measures
could significantly impact the pseudo initial state selection. We observed that the
random strategy covered all map areas with a tendency for frequently visited areas. The
crash and value strategies selected states that were located on the direct path between
the starting and goal lines. This suggests that fatal mistakes and significant drops in
state-values occur when agents deviate from these paths. The novelty strategy selected
states almost oppositely since its pseudo initial states were concentrated in the most
infrequently visited map areas.
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Collecting promising states and restarting episodes in them is a paradigm that has
been proven to be successful in DRL by the Go-Explore algorithms [9], which achieved
state-of-the-art performance on several hard-exploration Atari benchmarks. The au-
thors hypothesize that two main factors hinder an agent’s exploration and, thus, its
performance: Detachment occurs when an agent stops exploring promising state space
regions too early, which may cause it to forget how to return to them at later time steps.
Derailment occurs when agents fail to return to promising states because exploration
techniques, such as ϵ-greedy policies or entropy bonuses, induce randomness in their
decision-making. Go-Explore addresses these issues by strictly separating the returning
to states from exploring the state space. Starting with the initial states, Go-Explore
iteratively builds an archive of visited states suitable for exploration. Returning to an
archived state is then achieved by resetting the environment to that state, allowing the
agent to begin exploring. Thus, promising states will not be forgotten and can always
be returned to, which avoids detachment and derailment.

In Figure 7.1, we see a schematic of the basic Go-Explore algorithm. Each exploration
phase begins by sampling an archived state with a probability inversely proportional to
how often similar states have been visited in previous exploration phases. Afterward,
the algorithm returns to the selected state by resetting the environment, and the agent
begins exploring by taking random actions until the episode is finished. To update the
archive with the encountered states, Go-Explore maps each state to a lower-dimensional
cell representation such that only one state of each cell can be stored in the archive.
This is necessary because non-trivial tasks have gigantic state spaces, making storing
all states visited throughout the training intractable. If the archive entry of a cell
already stores a state, the new state replaces the old state only if it was encountered in
a better-performing trajectory than the old state. If no archive entry exists for a visited
state’s cell, a new entry is added, and the corresponding state is stored. The exploration
phase then repeats for several iterations, after which the robustification phase begins.
In this phase, the best-performing trajectories encountered during the exploration phase
are used to update the policy. To ensure the robustness of the policy, the authors add
stochasticity to the environment and train the agent on the best-performing trajectories
T using the backward algorithm [27]. This algorithm trains the agent to reach each
trajectory’s goal state s|T | ∈ T from every other state si ∈ T . Starting at s|T |−1, the
agent is trained to reach s|T | from si until it achieves suitable performance. This process
repeats for si−1 until the agent can reliably reach s|T | from s0. Once robustification is
completed, the next exploration phases begin.

In environments that do not allow resetting to an arbitrary state, we can use policy-based
Go-Explore, which enables returning to states, in step 2 of the exploration phase, by
using a policy that is conditioned on guiding the agent towards them. Once the agent
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Figure 7.1 Diagram of the Go-Explore algorithm.

reaches a state with the same cell representation as the desired state, the exploration
begins by conditioning the policy on reaching a state with a new cell representation.
The authors find that this policy-based exploration is superior to taking random actions
since, in their experiments, the agents discover significantly more states with unique
cell representations than the regular Go-Explore agents. The policy-based exploration
also allows using the gathered transitions to update the policy using a DRL algorithm,
in their case PPO, eliminating the need for a computationally expensive robustification
phase.

Although we developed DSMC ESR to increase safe behavior and not to increase
exploration, it shares many similarities with Go-Explore, making it interesting to
compare both methods. DSMC ESR starts episodes in previously encountered states
like the regular Go-Explore algorithm but then explores from its starting point according
to its policy, similar to policy-based Go-Explore. However, DSMC ESR does not explore
using a conditioned policy. This means our method’s agents do not explicitly try to
find new state space regions when episodes are restarted but focus on reaching a goal
state. Since DSMC ESR collects states from visited state space regions, we can still
achieve significant exploration by utilizing large distance limits, such that the pseudo
initial states are distributed across all visited regions, and by using the novelty strategy,
meaning we restart episodes in unexplored regions.

Instead of building an archive of all visited states like Go-Explore, DSMC ESR computes
a set of promising states between each evaluation stage in which later episodes will
restart. Thus, DSMC ESR may suffer from detachment, i.e., forgetting how to return to
promising states, since only the most recent pseudo initial states are stored. However,
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we mitigate this problem by reusing pseudo initial states from previous iterations if the
agent could only discover fewer than B new candidates or if old pseudo initial states
were stored among the B most qualified new candidates. Go-Explore avoids excessive
memory requirements by archiving only one state for each cell representation. DSMC
ESR achieves this by clearing the set of stored candidates C after every evaluation stage
and by limiting the number of pseudo initial states to B.

Whereas Go-Explore restarts episodes in the least frequently visited archived states, the
DSMC ESR algorithm EIDP selects episodes’ initial states according to how poor the
agent’s behavior is in the corresponding initial state regions. We discussed that agents
tend to perform badly in unexplored state space regions, making it likely that EIDP

also restarts episodes in rarely visited states.
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8. Conclusion

In this thesis, we developed an extension of the DSMC ES algorithms, called DSMC
ESR, to make their performance independent of the given task’s set of initial states.

We showed that using the DSMC ES algorithms is only sensible if the given task’s initial
states I cover a significant portion of the state space. Otherwise, the algorithms will
fail to focus the training on the state space regions where deficient behaviors occur.

We addressed the shortcomings of DSMC ES by developing the DSMC ESR algorithms.
To do so, we relied on the concept of restarting episodes in previously encountered
states, which we called pseudo initial states. This allowed us to focus the training
on state space regions where the agent behaved unsafely. We made the utilization of
pseudo initial states proportional to the agent’s performance in the initial states I, so
the training was only focused on pseudo initial states to the extent that it benefited
the performance in I. Furthermore, we introduced four pseudo initial state selection
strategies, which gave us additional control over which state space regions the training
was focused on. The random strategy selected states randomly, providing the agent
with a diverse set of pseudo initial states. The crash strategy selected states where
the agent made fatal decisions such that it learned to avoid them. The value strategy
selected states where the agent deviated from paths of high return so that it learned
to stay on them. The novelty strategy selected the most novel states to increase the
agent’s exploration.

Lastly, we evaluated the results of training DSMC ESR agents on the popular Racetrack
benchmark. We found that the EIDP

G / EPRP
G algorithms can achieve higher GRPs in

the initial states I and that the EIDP
R / EPRP

R algorithms can achieve higher expected
returns with lower variances in I compared to DQN and DQNPR. We followed that
these performance increases were likely due to the DSMC ESR agents being able to
drive in many more map areas than the DQN and DQNPR agents. Furthermore, we
found that the performance of the DSMC ESR algorithms was not sensitive with regard
to the utilized pseudo initial state section strategy, given that we enforced sufficient
distance between the pseudo initial states. Using PPO as the basis of EIDP

G showed how
PPO learned significantly slower than DQN and DQNPR on the Racetrack benchmark.
However, our methods could significantly increase exploration compared to the regular
PPO algorithm. Additionally, we compared in which map areas the pseudo initial state
selection strategies selected pseudo initial states to gain insights into how they could
affect an DSMC ESR agent’s training.
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8.1. Future Work

Since we developed DSMC ESR intending to make it applicable to any task, the logical
next step is to test it on other benchmarks and investigate whether it can achieve the
same performance improvements as in Racetrack.

We used in our work a fixed minimum distance limit to ensure that the pseudo initial
states cover a sufficient portion of the state space. However, gradually decreasing the
distance limit throughout the training might be advantageous. This means that at the
beginning of the training, we would focus on pseudo initial states that cover large parts
of the state space, and after sufficient exploration, we would focus on only the most
qualified pseudo initial states.

Another possibility for future work is the development of further pseudo initial state
selection strategies. A promising approach would be to select states according to the
policy’s uncertainty, which quantifies how uncertain the agent is about which action to
take in a given state.

One limitation of the DSMC ESR algorithms is that in tasks with high-dimensional
state representations, like RGB images, we might encounter memory issues when storing
visited states as candidates c ∈ C, despite clearing C after every evaluation stage. Thus,
a valuable addition to DSMC ESR might be to store candidates using a cell-based
archive as in Go-Explore [9].
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A. Appendix

A.1. Hyperparameters

Hyperparameters that are used in multiple algorithms but only have one table entry
have the same value in all instances.

Parameter Description Value

DQN:

E Number of episodes 100.000
T Maximum episode length 100
γ Discount factor 0.99
K Q-network update frequency 4

Batch size 512
τ Soft update coefficient 0.001

ϵstart Initial exploration coefficient of ϵ-greedy policy 1
ϵdecay Decay factor of ϵ in each episode 0.999
ϵend Value of ϵ at the end of the training 0.05
|D| Size of replay buffer 108

αAdam Learning rate of Adam optimizer 8 · 10−4

s Seeds used for each agent type 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

DQNPR:

α Prioritization coefficient for sampling priorities 1
ϵp Minimum priority 10−6
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PPO:

E Number of episodes 400.000
K Batch size 4
M Number of epochs 4
ϵclip Clipping range 0.2

αActor Learning rate of actor 5 · 10−4,
8 · 10−4

αCritic Learning rate of critic 10−3

c2 Entropy weight 10−3,
4 · 10−3

λ Bias-variance trade-off parameter in GAE 0.9

EIDP
G/ EPRP

G:

W Number of pre-training episodes 10.000
L Original initial state region evaluation frequency 100
U Pseudo initial state region evaluation frequency 10.000

ψmin Lower pseudo initial state region priority bound 0.2,
0.4 (PPO)

ψmax Upper pseudo initial state region priority bound 0.2
B Maximum size of Pj

|free map cells|
4

ϵp Minimum priority 0.2
ϵerr Error in DSMC’s evaluation 0.05
κ Probability that DSMC’s error is at most ϵerr 0.05
n Crash strategy n 5

EIDP
R/ EPRP

R:

L Original initial state region evaluation frequency 500
ϵerr Error in DSMC’s evaluation 4
s Seeds used for each agent type 0, 1, 2
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A.2. Configurations of the Best-performing Agents

Strategy Distance limit Map

EIDP
G:

Random Max distance

River-deadendCrash Regions 3 × 3
Value Single cell

Novelty Regions 3 × 3

Random Single cell

MazeCrash Regions 3 × 3
Value Max distance

Novelty Max distance

Random Regions 2 × 2

Hansen-biggerCrash Single cell
Value Regions 3 × 3

Novelty Regions 3 × 3

EPRP
G:

Random Max distance

River-deadendCrash Single cell
Value Single cell

Novelty Max distance

Random Max distance

MazeCrash Regions 2 × 2
Value Max distance

Novelty Max distance

Random Regions 2 × 2

Hansen-biggerCrash Single cell
Value Max distance

Novelty Max distance
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Strategy Distance limit Map

EIDP
R:

Random Regions 3 × 3

River-deadendCrash Single cell
Value Max distance

Novelty Regions 2 × 2

Random Regions 2 × 2

MazeCrash Max distance
Value Regions 3 × 3

Novelty Regions 3 × 3

Random Single cell

Hansen-biggerCrash Regions 2 × 2
Value Regions 3 × 3

Novelty Regions 3 × 3

EPRP
R:

Random Regions 3 × 3

River-deadendCrash Max distance
Value Regions 3 × 3

Novelty Regions 3 × 3

Random Regions 3 × 3

MazeCrash Regions 2 × 2
Value Regions 2 × 2

Novelty Regions 2 × 2

Random Regions 3 × 3

Hansen-biggerCrash Max distance
Value Regions 2 × 2

Novelty Max distance
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Strategy Distance limit Map

EIDP
G with PPO as basis:

Random Single cell

River-deadendCrash Single cell
Value Regions 2 × 2

Novelty Regions 2 × 2

Random Regions 2 × 2

MazeCrash Regions 2 × 2
Value Regions 3 × 3

Novelty Regions 2 × 2

Random Single cell

Hansen-biggerCrash Single cell
Value Max distance

Novelty Max distance

Strategy/Baseline Learning rate Entropy coefficient Map

PPO 5 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

River-deadend
Random 8 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

Crash 8 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

Value 5 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

Novelty 5 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

PPO 5 · 10−4 4 · 10−3

Maze
Random 5 · 10−4 4 · 10−3

Crash 5 · 10−4 4 · 10−3

Value 5 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

Novelty 8 · 10−4 4 · 10−3

PPO 5 · 10−4 4 · 10−3

Hansen-bigger
Random 5 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

Crash 8 · 10−4 1 · 10−3

Value 8 · 10−4 4 · 10−3

Novelty 5 · 10−4 1 · 10−3
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